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BACK HOME: 
BG moves to 10-1 on the 
season after North 
Carolina trip; PAGE 8 
Associated Press Photo 
SCAM: Stockbroker Frank 
Gruttadauria is suspected of 
stealing millions of dollars. 
Broker 
suspected 
of fraud 
By Paul Singer 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
CI.EVELAND—A slockbroker 
suspected of defrauding clients 
kept false accounts for about 110 
customers and reported inflated 
values of $277 million, according 
to an FBI affidavit unsealed 
Monday. 
Frank Gruttadauria, 44, is sus- 
pected of conducting a 15-year 
scam while working as a broker 
for various firms, including SG 
t (iu en • Corp. and lihman 
Brothers Inc. Ifc disappeared 
Jan. 11 but surrendered Saturday 
to the FBI in Cleveland. 
Grunadauria. dressed in khaki 
pants and a blue stripped oxford 
shirt, appeared in U.S. District 
Court on Monday on a charge of 
making false statements to a 
financial institution. He didn't 
speak other Uian to say "Yes" 
when the judge asked if he had 
an attorney and understood the 
charge. Another hearing was 
scheduled for Thursday. 
The charge stems from a S6 
million line of credit 
Gruttadauria received in 
December from National City 
Hani According to the affidavit, 
he told the bank he had SI3 mil- 
lion in assets in a I i-lim.m 
Brothers account, but that 
account actually had a value of 
$6.55. 
Gruttadauria drew $700,000 
from the line of credit on Dec. 21, 
and $300,000 on Ian. 9, the FBI 
alleges. 
Additional charges were possi- 
ble, said Bill Edwards, 
spokesman for the U.S. 
Attorney's office. 
"It's going to take a lot of peo- 
ple a iot of time to figure out 
everything," he said. 
The affidavit signed by FBI 
agent William I lentcrly )r. alleges 
that Gruttadauria had a secret 
computer system in his office to 
generate false reports for his 
clients 
Henterly said Gruttadauria's 
computer showed the accounts 
for the 110 clients totaled $289 
million while Lehman Brothers' 
official records showed they 
were worth $12 million. 
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Student input helps USG thrive 
By las on Malone 
1HE  BG NEKS 
Bryan Benner, Associate Vice- 
President of Administration at 
Bowling Green, addressed the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government on many poignant 
campus issues during Monday 
nights meeting. 
"The role you have all played 
is tremendous," Benner said, 
"There are many issues that 
would not be completed with- 
out the undergraduate input" 
Benner recalled many 
instances where undergraduate 
input has been "important". 
"What you did with the expan- 
sion of the BGSU shuttle service 
was a success," Benner noted. 
"We were able to react to the 
students request for a change in 
their service." 
"It was a marvelous job on the 
campus blue lights," beamed 
Benner. He also thanked the 
USG for other safety measures 
like the campus safely officers 
and the campus escort service. 
Another area of concern was 
the safety of students in the \xt[ 
6 overflow lot. "We are aware 
thai safety is an issue in lot r>. We 
have taken into suggestion the 
use of cameras in that lot. We 
need to get many operational 
issues out of the way," Benner 
noted. 
Nick Froslear, Senator at 
Large, asked Benner if the 
administration has considered 
paving the lot 6 overflow. "When 
is rains," Froslear asked, "there 
are puddle of indeterminate 
depth around the parking lot." 
"That is another concern," 
Benner noted, "I have noticed 
thai there have been other lots 
and other places on the interior 
of the campus (hat have been 
unattended. I believe there are 
higher priorities that we need to 
take care of first." 
As Benner left the podium, 
list, President Ion Bragg 
applauded the efforts and Ihe 
work of the Associate Vice 
President. "Mr. Benner has cre- 
USG, PAGE 2 
Deconstructing 
Mardi Gra$ 
Fat Tuesday has 
always been 
known for its 
celebrations. 
But what is the 
celebration 
really about 
I indents learned thai Mardi 
Gras, sometimes referred 
^to as Shrove Tuesday or 
Carnival, is much more 
'than colorful beads 
through celebration of Ihe holiday last 
nighl at Ihe French I louse. 
Mardi Gras, which is French for"Fal 
Tuesday," is traditionally celebrated 
Ihe day before the Catholic obser- 
vance of Ash Wednesday. Roman 
Catholic communities in Europe and 
ihe Americas celebrate Mardi Gras in 
various ways. 
"Mardi Gras has a long history, as it comes from the 
medieval times," Korine Henault, French House 
mother, said. "It (Mardi Gras) is a chance for everyone 
to party, eat and drink as much as they can before the 
fasting time of Lent." 
"It's (Mardi Gras) like Ihe one big last hurrah before 
Ihe period of Lent," Deborah Schocket, Assistant 
Professor of Romance Languages, said. "However in 
New Orleans, Ihe tradition goes from the day the kings 
would go to visit lesus, up until now." 
WHAT MARDI GRAS IS KNOWN FOR: 
The Mardi Gras celebration, also 
attended by Gentian students who 
provided additional ethnic foods, fea- 
tured a King cake, or Galelle, a tradi- 
tional French necessity for Mardi 
tIras, 
This specialty cake, containing a 
baby figurine, or a bean in France, is 
traditionally served 12 days after 
Christmas. 
"After the cake is cut and served to 
everyone, the person who has the 
item is supposed to throw the next 
party," Schocket said. "Parties (tradi- 
tionally) continue for weeks building up to Ash 
Wednesday." 
The carnival season, marked by parades with floats, 
pageants, and costumes, also maintains Cajun tradi- 
tions. 
The Cajun ethnic group, which adopted French cul- 
ture after refugees settled in louisianainthe 18th cen- 
tury, contributed many foods to Ihe traditions known 
today of Mardi Gras. 
—By Kara Hull. Vie BG News 
Associated Press Photo 
PARTYING: Members of the SI. Martinville High 
School Band celebrate during Mardi Gras. 
Associated Press Photo 
NUDITY: The Austin Police Department stand guard 
during a protest in New Orleans. 
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Africana Dance Troupe 
hosts competition 
By Chuck Soder 
THE  BG NEDS 
' Members of the Africana 
Dance Troupe plan io host a 
dance competition this April. 
The competition will feature 
groups from Bowling Green and 
other nearby areas performing 
African-influenced dances to 
raise funds for the ADT. 
Many details such as the 
event's date and what group's will 
perform remain undecided, 
according to the group's vice pres- 
ident, lamila Gilbert. "We hope to 
gel people from Bowling Green 
and other places like Toledo to 
showcase their dancing ability," 
she said. 
The group has been too busy 
dancing to make many prepara- 
tions. Gilbert said. ADT has per- 
formed twice so far tliis month 
and will perform twice more 
before it ends, its next show being 
at die union bash on Feb. 15. Two 
more performances are set for 
March. 
"This month is always busy, 
being black history month," 
Gilbert said. 
Part of the fundraiser money 
would go to new costumes. The 
music and costumes, designed by 
a couple from Nigeria, are all 
authentic, Gilbert said, which 
helps make shows both educa- 
tional and entertaining. 
Exposing African culture 
through dance has been one of 
the group's main goals since it was 
founded in 1998. 
Wlien il was formed, the ADT 
was meant simply Io perform at 
Kwanzaa. according to one of its 
founders, Sheila Brown. She and 
Ml PAGE 2 
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DANCING: The Africana Dance Troupe performs at Diversity Days. 
Minorities 
start boycott 
in Cincinnati 
IHE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CINCINNATI — Gay rights 
activists and black protesters 
who accuse Cincinnati of dis- 
criminating against them unit- 
ed on Monday to support an 
economic boycott of Ihe city. 
Gay rights advocacy group 
Stonewall Cincinnati renewed 
iis longstanding call for a boy- 
cott to pressure repeal of a 
1993 city charter amendment 
thai forbids ihe city to enact or 
enforce laws based on sexual 
orientation. 
Leaders joined with black 
activists, who are demanding 
Cincinnati officials improve 
racial relations. The Coalition 
for a lust Cincinnati, which 
includes black clergy, has been 
advocating a boycotl since 
April, when a white police offi- 
cer fatally shot an unarmed 
black man who had fled police 
trying to arrest him on misde- 
meanor charges. 
"We look forward to the day 
when all people are afforded 
equal protection under the law 
and are treated with respect 
and dignity." said Roy Ford, co- 
chairman of Stonewall 
Cincinnati. "Then, we will 
work to welcome visitors and 
tourists to Cincinnati." 
Representatives of both 
groups stood together oulside 
the city's downtown conven- 
tion center Monday lo 
announce their combined 
effort. 
"We don't agree on every- 
thing," Stonewall co-chair 
Heidi Bruins had said on 
Sunday, referring to some lead- 
ers of the black coalition who 
stand against homosexuality. 
"Bui we stand in solidarity with 
the coalition on issues of eco- 
nomic, racial and overall jus- 
tice, regardless of sexual orien- 
tation." 
Leaders of ihe black coali- 
tion said they were pleased last 
week when entertainer Bill 
Cosby canceled two March 15 
performances in Cincinnati. 
Cosby said he would not be 
comfortable appearing in 
Cincinnati under the circum- 
stances. 
On Monday, representatives 
of singer Smokcy Robinson 
said he has canceled a 
Wednesday nighl concert 
because of the political climate 
in Cincinnati. 
Mayor Charlie Lukcn reiter- 
ated his position thai ihe boy- 
cott is wrong and hurts 
employees of hotels, restau- 
rants and other businesses 
whose jobs depend on tourism 
and convention. 
"What is happening here — 
coming from a small group of 
people — amounts to eco- 
nomic terrorism," Luken said. 
Not everyone is heeding the 
call for a boycott. 
Last week, a major black 
Baptist organization — the 
Progressive National Baptist 
Convention — said il plans to 
go ahead with its Aug. 5-8 con- 
vention in Cincinnati, which 
could attract 8,000 to 15,000 
people. 
BOYCOTT, FROM PAGE 2 
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Minorities speak out 
BOYCOTT. FROM PAGE 1 
And in a separate announce- 
ment, an organization of gay 
musicians said it will visit 
Cincinnati in July for a week- 
long concert festival. The 2002 
GALA Choruses Eastern 
Regional l-'estival is expected to 
attract more than 1,200 dele- 
gates representing 40 choruses 
on luly 3-7. 
One of the event's planners 
said the same issues that led to 
calls for a boycott were the 
same reasons the choruses will 
honor their commitment to 
.perform. 
"We are living in the belly of 
the monster, and the climate in 
Cincinnati is ripe for change," 
said Catherine Koma, the 
founder and director of Muse: 
•Cincinnati Women*s Choir. "We 
have the opportunity to be 
change agents, to inspire, to 
motivate, and to sing for jus- 
tice." 
. City Councilman Paul Booth 
said he sent letters in late 
lanuary asking former 
President limmy Carter, Martin 
Luther King III and former U.S. 
Secretary of Labor Alexis 
Herman to mediate talks 
between Cincinnati officials 
and boycott leaders. Booth said 
that only King has agreed so far 
to participate. 
"I'm trying to bring the city 
and the various proponents of 
the boycott together because 
right now. we're not really talk- 
ing to each other." Booth said. 
"We're either talking through 
the media, or talking at each 
other." 
Associated Press Photo 
BOYCOTT: Dt. C. Mackey Daniels, president of the Progressive National Baptist Convention, speaks at 
a news conference in Cincinnati. 
What is the average rainfall 
for Bowling Green? 
A. 28.88"     C. 68.88" 
B. 48.88"      D. 88.88" 
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UAO wants USG 
sponsorship 
USG, FROM PAGE 1 
ated and alliance with adminis- 
tration and the student body," 
Bragg said. 
In another presentation, 
Mike Kerin, a representative of 
the Undergraduate Activates 
Organization, asked the USG 
for a co-sponsorship. 
The UAO is planning on hav- 
ing Heather Mercer and Dana 
Curry come and speak on cam- 
pus. Mercer and Curry made 
headlines as the two missonar- 
ies who were captured by the 
Taliban in Afghanistan. After 
their ordeal. Mercer and Curry 
began a speaking tour across 
America. 
"We have raised nearly 
10,000 ill ill la 1 s. and we are ask- 
ing the USG to contribute 500 
dollars in a co-sponsorship 
capacity," Kerin said. "We 
believe Heather and Dana will 
be something the University 
would like to hear." 
Kwanzaa root of 
Dance Troupe 
AOT FROM PAGE 1 
her co-founders, Lillian Ashcroft- 
Eason and Djisovi Eason, 
thought the holiday was missing 
something without the ADT, 
Brown said. 
"Past Kwanzaas (on campus) 
had little to no African dance, and 
that's a big part of Kwanzaa," she 
said. 
Brown, who served as adviser 
to the group until May 2001, said 
the ADT grew because the stu- 
dents wanted it to. 
"The students had a genuine 
interest in learning traditional 
African dances," Brown said. "It's 
fun, and it's something you can't 
do elsewhere on campus." 
Not only does it perform more 
often, the group has also expand - 
ed its show. Habib Iddrisu, the 
ADT's original choreographer, 
gave the group many of its 
authentic African dances. Halifu 
Osumare, who took over as group 
adviser when Brown left, incor- 
porated African-Caribbean influ- 
enced music. Recently, the group 
put hip-hop elements in its act, 
Gilbert said. 
They hope to show how hip- 
hop relates to older African music 
forms, she said. "Hip-hop didn't 
come out of the blues. It's a 
descendent of more traditional 
African music." 
All these elements help the 
group bring diversity to the 
University. "They bring educa- 
tion about culture through 
dance," Brown said. "It's also 
entertainment and a creative 
outlet for members." 
Gilbert agreed that the group 
has helped spread diversity on 
campus: "Being at BG where the 
minority population is small, it's a 
great way to show African culture 
to those who have never seen it." 
Gilbert said that, aside from the 
upcoming fundraiser, she is look- 
ing forward to the group's perfor- 
mance at a high school near 
Cleveland on Pcb. 28. Few of the 
students there have been 
exposed to such music and 
dance, she said. "They'll learn 
something they didn't know 
before." 
The group's next performance 
is at the union bash on l«b. 15 at 
6:30 p.m. Admission is free. 
UAO Presents: 
Trie (BaCCroom (Bfit: 
Battle of    / 
the 
Bands 
Check out the BG News Website at 
www.bgnews.com 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
*' 
CREENBRIAR 
%n0 SP^ 
352-8717 
Hours: 
Mon-Frt 9am 5pm 
Sat. 9am-1 pm 
We haue moued to 
445 East LUooster St. * 
(across the street from Dairy Queen) 
ujujuj.111cnet.org/~gbrental 
Starts at 
2:30 RED WANTING 
BLUE 
SANCTUS REAL 
starting at 6:30. 
FEBRUARY 15 
[JOWEN    THOMPSON STUDENT 
UNION BALLROOM 
FREE ADMISSION   I 
Come in and receive ; I300    off    v © u r D e p o s rt 
On   Heinz   flpartmenls 
888& 818  North Enterprise or 
424 & 45t   Frazee Rue 
(Discount  taken  per unit)    eKp -/0'/-2 i 
@ The Bowen-Thompso 
■la, 
"■ v       -.-".- -■■■'-:.-  ■-■■■' 
For Quest ions or more 
This Friday February 15 
iTs an all Day Bash! 
• Battle of the Bands-Ballroom-2:30 
• Red Wanting Blue and Sanctus Real-6:30 
• Palm Reader 
• Caricarture Artist 
• African Dance Troupe Performance 
• Karate Club demonstrations 
• Free movies in the theatre 
& a whole lot more all Day Long! 0 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
OHIO CELEBRATE 200 YEARS 
All Ohio Counties are celebrating Ohio 200 years. With 
more than a year to go before the bicentennial, the 
Ohio Bicentennial Commission has achieved its goal 
to bring a celebration to every Ohio County. 
Bicentennial celebrations include bam paintings, his- 
torical makers dedications and exhibits. 
Tuesday, February 12,2002 3 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
BLOOD DRIVE 
Brad Ptulln University Photographs 
GIVING: Teresa Coates, a nurse with the Toledo branch of the American Red Cross attends to BGSU President Sidney Ribeau as he donated 
blood Monday morning to kick off the campus blood drive. The blood drive will be held in 101 B Olscamp Hall from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m. until 
Wednesday and in 202 B in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m. on Thursday. 
What tradition was established January 16, 1950, at a BG-OU basketball game? 
A. Freddie appeared     B. Standing until first basket is scored     C. Pommerettes    D. Introduction of players 
ooooooooooooo ***"0 %) *f°IV '*» 
GSS gets organized 
for Spring semester 
By lason Malone 
The BG News 
In a memo to the members of 
the Graduate Student Senate, 
GSS President loe Skariah out- 
lined the organizations goals for 
the rest of the semester. 
"The semester is quickly 
underway, which means that 
we, as the Senate, are also mov- 
ing fast and strong," Skariah 
notes. 
In looking ahead, the Senate 
Executive Committee also set 
specific goals, which include: 
• Publishing the 2002 
GradUFE booklet by May 10. 
• Providing monthly updates 
to the general assembly regard- 
ing progress of passed legisla- 
tion 
• Proposing 15 pieces of legis- 
lation by May 3. 
• Inviting four administrators 
to speak to the general assembly 
by May 3. 
■ Having 2 people run for 
every office 
In other GSS business: 
The first draft of a resolution 
was proposed by Deirdre 
Sommerlad, one of the 
Representatives at Large. The 
resolution called for the addition 
of four parking spaces to the 
Student Health Center Parking 
Lot. The resolution was tabled 
for review at the meeting on Feb 
3. 
GSS Treasurer James Buss dis- 
cussed the funding process of all 
Graduate Student 
Organizations. Budget propos- 
als for the 2002-2003 school year 
are to be turned into the Office of 
Campus Involvement by Feb. 15. 
The GSS discussed their 
potential involvement in the 
upcoming Dance Marathon. A 
signup sheet was passed around 
the senate for potential volun- 
BG NEWS BRIEFING 
New fraternity 
begins on campus 
A recruitment team of seven 
Sigma Nu staff members from 
Lexington, Va., will be visiting 
campus in an effort to recolo- 
nize at the University. 
Representatives will be on 
campus until March 26. They 
will be handing out informa- 
tion and asking interested 
males to fill out a prospective 
member form. Those inter- 
ested in learning more can go 
to presentations on Thursday 
in the Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union. Sessions will 
begin every three hours. 
Look for <■ 
THE 
OBSIDIAN 
in Tomorrow's paper 
Don't miss it! 
CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS! 
FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 
• Heat included 
• New kitchens with brand new 
appliances including dishwashers 
• Oak cabinets 
• New vinyl floors 
• New air conditioning 
• Laundry facilities in all buildings 
• Ample parking 
• Convenient location, easy access 
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6 
• Guaranteed maintenance 
• Serene, park-like setting 
• Adjacent lo BGSU 
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green 
(419) 352-6335 
SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online 
Visit us at villagegreen.com <=> 
s 
if 
r 
ORDER EARL) 
To AMU'B Delivery Or 
Pick-Up On j 
^    Feb 13 Or 14     ' 906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 419-353-8381 KZU 
WE GIVE 
SERVICE S 
www.klotzfloral.com Special Holiday Hours: Open Feb. 13 & 14 until 6:00 p.m 
"I love you" is still best left for flowers to say. 
Remember the special people in your life. 
Bud Vases 
sinning HI $8.50 
Valentines Romance Vase 
Bouquets and 
Love Basket Arrangements 
llarfingiil $25.00 
Adda little extra love. 
Let us suggest balloons • valentine candy 
cards • plush animals, more. 
Freshly cut roses accented with greens 
and baby breath wrapped in cellophane 
with ribbon for that special someone. 
While Supplies 
Last $44.98 dozen 
cosh & cany 
Wire flowers anywhere 
^Teleflora 
Place your orders early 
to assure delivery 1 
J3 
4 Tuesday. February 12, 2002 
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QUOTEr.YQI'Mi: 
"Vagina miracles, sightings and occur- 
rences. They go on. The greatest miracle, of 
course, is V-Day: an energy, a movement... 
born out of'The Vagina Monologues.'" 
Eve Rnsler, author, in her book,"The vagina Monologues" 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
So what's wrong with a little 'Vagina?' 
<<rT"tie Vagina 
I Monologues," a 
JL play based on the 
book of the same name by Eve 
Ensler . opened yesterday at 
the loe E. Brown Theater. 
"Monologues" is a collection of 
interviews conducted by the 
author dealing with how 
women view their sexuality, 
and more specifically, their 
vaginas. 
Vagina. 
This word seems to offend 
some and make others queasy. 
YOU DECIDE 
Are you offended by the 
premise of "The Vagina 
Monlogues" 
Go to www.hgnews.com/opinion 
to respond. Results will be 
updated frequently. 
"Monologues," in print and pro- 
duction form, has been banned 
from schools, campuses and 
whole countries. Malaysia, in fact, 
canceled two scheduled perfor- 
mances last week because there 
was a public outcry that it was 
obscenity. There are so many 
other, more obscene words to 
At least half of the editorial 
board here at The BG News has 
read or seen the "Monologues" 
and we see nothing inherently 
wrong. What could be amiss 
about a play that empowers 
women and discusses sexuality in 
an honest and candid manner. 
"Monologues" is by no means the 
smut that it has been labeled and, 
contrary to popular belief, it is 
not the work of a bunch of bra- 
buming feminists. 
The fact of the matter is that 
"The Vagina Monologues" is 
nothing more than women shar- 
ing (heir stories and experiences 
to help other women — and men 
— understand women's sexuality 
better. 
At some universities, 
"Monologues" is banned or 
protested because of it's rather 
graphic nature, and, wc hope that 
University students would have 
enough maturity arid apprecia- 
tion for the arts to see 
"Monologues" for what it is — art. 
This week was picked for the 
performance of "Monologues" 
for a reason. Three years ago, the 
aforementioned author and a 
group of women started the V- 
Day foundation. The V-Day 
Foundation was started as a 
fundraising and conscious-rais- 
ing event that included the per- 
formance of "Monologues." At 
first, only a handful of grass-roots 
organizations on campuses par- 
ticipated. In the past few years, V- 
Day and "The Vagina 
Monologues" have found a fol- 
lowing on campuses, with all the 
proceeds benefitting a anti- 
women violence groups. The per- 
formances at the University ben- 
efit the Survivor Emergency 
Fund, a fund set up to assist 
women who have been victims of 
violence, sexual or otherwise. 
In closing, we stress the impor- 
tance of this performance and it's 
message. We encourage both 
men and women to attend. 
Maybe you guys will learn a thing 
or two about your female coun- 
terparts. 
Tales of the anti-diet 
AT ISSUE Some people diet to lose weight. Some people diet to stay in shape. 
Some people diet to gain back weight to not look like a skeleton anymore. 
MY TWO CENTS 
Kurtis D. Kinzel 
My roommate and I are 
both too thin, so says 
our parents. Bony, 
skeleton like... parents some- 
times can be a little loo honest. I 
guess it's better than being over- 
weight, but neither lend them- 
selves well to good health. So we 
decided to anti-diet. People who 
haven't seen me for a while ask 
where my other half is. 
Sometimes we forget to eat. 
The other day, late at night, 1 was 
passing Taco Bell and I con- 
sciously thought eating would 
probably be a good idea. So I ate. 
Sunday, at Meijers, as I was 
headed to the checkout counter, 
I realized that everything in my 
cart was healthy food. I turned 
around and headed back into 
the store. 
Away went the salad, the fruit 
and the granola bars. Into the 
can leapt chips, soda, cookies, 
just about anything that had 
over 6 grams of fat per serving. 
The anti-diet had begun. 
Now there's probably those 
people out that that think this is 
absolutely absurd, going on a 
diet to gain weight. But the real 
truth is that both of our mothers 
had been nagging us for months 
to put ihi' pounds back on. My 
roommate's mom told us that 
we better be eating junk food in 
lieu of healthy food or she would 
Associated Press Phdo 
BON APITITE Food like this can pack on the ponds quick. 
Experts say that working out is a better way to get healthy. 
personally kick both of our butts. 
And, if you knew my roommates 
mom like I did, you would know 
that she wasn't kidding around. 
Trust me on this one. She 
scowled at the applesauce in our 
fridge. 
Most people dont know what 
it's like to be us. It's almost that 
we have been skinny for so long 
that we have absolutely no idea 
how hard it is to put weight back 
on. I'm sure, that if we quite 
smoking, we would balloon up 
the Macy's Thanksgiving Day 
Parade. Her and I agree that that 
is not going to happen anytime 
in the near future so our best bet 
is to visit Steak N Shake on a reg- 
ular basis. 
So, dear readers, wish my 
roommate and I luck on our 
mission to put some meat on 
our bones. After all, we don't 
want to be skeletons walking 
around campus so the wind can 
blow us over. 
If you have any suggestions 
on how we can balloon up, feel 
free to drop me a line 
Kurt can be reached al 
bgnews_op_editor@excite.com 
-^i^ffiffflB 
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PEOPLE Girls: Can't live with 
ON THE STREET VL       i. J.L    
If you weredomg (ft WlUlOUt 111011 
"People on the Street" 
what question would 
you ask? AT ISSUE Girls are a necessity to a guy, but they 
can also be a burden. 
UNLICENSED 
HUMOROLOGIST 
BENJAMIN KLINE 
GRAD STUDENT 
"In what way do your 
religious beliefs shape 
the outcome of the 
papers you write for 
class? 
LAURA NEIDERT 
SOPHOMORE 
"Didyou watch 
'Temptation Island 
2?" 
JASON BUCUR 
SOPHOMORE 
Why do you drive on 
a parkway and park 
on a driveway?" 
RAYMON SNARE 
SOPHOMORE 
"Why are you asking 
me? 
Matt Stissman 
A few weeks ago, near- 
L\ by Toledo received a 
-L Agood amount of 
snowfall. We didn't. We were 
pelted with ice storms and 
high velocity winds. Eventually 
Toledo got storms suffered 
power outages. Now I may not 
be a religious man, but if I 
were, I'd bet that God show- 
ered us with frozen precipita- 
tion because girls are mani- 
fested evil. 
I say this because I believe it, 
and half of the living popula- 
tion is on my side. Not only 
does that other half disagree 
with me, they're completely on 
the other opposite end of the 
spectrum. Females believe 
that guys are the root of all 
their problems, and that 
somehow it's always our fault. 
And therein lies the dilemma: 
men are from Mars, women 
suck. 
Trying to understand girls is 
like trying to set up a comput- 
er using just the French side of 
the instructions. The hardest 
thing I had to do last semester 
was break up with my girl- 
friend who I Marled dating in 
the summer. And that's taking 
into account the time I was 
subdued by that pesky 
mononucleosis virus, prevent- 
ing me from going to class. 
However, I had belief in myself 
that I could still manage to 
pass all of my classes. Then I 
thought about mono some 
more. For a month out of the 
year I was distracted by my 
classes, causing me to lie 
around the house and com- 
plain. It kept me up at night, 
and after I felt better I was glad 
that it was over. My conclusion 
is such: the virus was a girl. 
Pretty much every friend I 
have was in a relationship at 
one time or another last 
semester. And very few of 
them, to me, were sound 
investments. A little too many 
complaints   and   sleepless 
nights resulted from them. I 
didn't mind trying to help 
them out — to a point — 
because in helping others, you 
just might learn something 
about them, other people, and 
yourself. Then you take all that 
wisdom and slap it silly with a 
cattle prod once you try com- 
prehending the theory of get- 
ting back together after a 
breakup. A lot of this isnt news 
to you, and yet we continue to 
date person after person. I'm 
not excluded from this pattern 
either. Even yours truly went 
on a date this past weekend. It 
went as well as I could have 
hoped. It's those occasions 
where guys and girls actually 
get along that keep me from 
cutting them off altogether. 
So why do we constantly 
attempt something we know is 
flawed? I tell you why I keep on 
truckin': my parents. I don't 
know how my mom and dad 
could not live and be married 
at the same time. That proves 
me wrong on some levels that 
romance is dead. I may be 
unromantic and a non-believ- 
er in fate, but I guess I can 
accept that some relationships 
can work out in the long run. 
Now it's time to address my 
sexism. 1 call it sexism because 
I think girls are stupid. I would- 
n't call it sexism because I 
apply that same standard to all 
people. My dad said that peo- 
ple are "stupid until proven 
smart." More often than not 
he's right. For the most part 1 
find girls all too emotional, 
ditzy, and complicated. It's 
those select few that I enjoy to 
be around. Since everyone is 
under that rule, I can jump 
through a loophole and not be 
classified as a male chauvinist 
Pig- 
Before I go off on too much 
of a tangent (God, I hated 
trigonometry), I'll try to steer 
us back to the eternal struggle: 
girls will always be us guys' 
Achilles heels. Even Achilles 
never understood the ladies. 
But then again, none of the 
Greeks ever had it easy when it 
came to choosing women, lust 
ask Oedipus. 
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$25,000 REWARDS FOR MISSING GIRL 
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The parents of a girl who vanished 
from her bedroom more than a week ago offered a 
$25,000 reward Monday for information leading to her 
return. Brenda and Damon van Dam said they hoped 
the offer would help sustain national attention on the 
case and lead to a breakthrough in the investigatioa 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
Survivors relieve anguish of escaping wildfire 
north of San Diego; high winds remain threat 
By Chelsa Carter 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FALLBROOK. Calif. —With 
flames marching up the canyon 
toward their street, lanemarie 
Monroe and her neighbors real- 
ized they had only minutes to 
flee. 
Monroe and the five others ran 
out her door and toward her 
backyard swimming pool, only to 
find their path blocked by flames. 
Desperate, they ran toward a 
nearby home which also had a 
pooL 
Overhead, a voice from the 
loudspeaker of a firefighting heli- 
copter ordered: "Get in the pool. 
Get in the pooL" 
The neighbors plunged into 
the chilly 50-degree waters, tow- 
ing three dogs with them. 
Yesterday, one day after flames 
tore through their rural neighbor- 
hood, Monroe was recuperating 
from hypothermia The 43-year- 
old woman declined to tell her 
story, asking her husband, Mike, 
to do so. 
The fire tore over the hills of 
this wealthy enclave Sunday 
afternoon, fueled by 50 mph off- 
shore winds known as the Santa 
Anas. Million-dollar ranch homes 
and groves of avocados went up 
inflames. 
The six neighbors, who suf- 
fered from smoke-inhalation and 
hypothermia, were among 11 
people injured in the blaze. Only 
one person who suffered a bro- 
ken ankle remained hospitalized 
yesterday. 
The fire had burned some 
4,000 acres by yesterday. The 
cause of the blaze was unknown 
but authorities were investigating 
reports that it started in an area 
where trashed was being burned. 
Only about 5 percent of the fire 
was contained yesterday and 
more than 700 firefighters were 
on the line. But the blaze was 
moving toward undeveloped ter- 
rain, with no immediate threat to 
people or structures. 
About 40 structures were 
burned, said Capt. Rick Mann of 
the North County Fire District 
The wind was calmer yester- 
day, but fire authorities braced 
themselves for a possible pick-up 
in ocean breezes that could 
change the direction of the blaze. 
"We're saying prayers that the 
winds stay calm," Mann said. "We 
can't really be sure." 
Early on in the fire, Mike 
Monroe, 56, said his neighbors 
along Santa Margarita Road had 
decided that, if necessary, they 
would gather at his home 
because it had a pool. 
After finally diving into the 
neighbor's pool, the six shivered 
in the water for more than an 
hour, keeping only their faces 
exposed to breathe, he said. The 
flames leapt over them, singing 
their skin. They struggled to keep 
the dogs from trying to run away, 
but could only hold onto two of 
them. 
lanemarie Monroe believed 
they all would die, she later told 
her husband. 
Mike Monroe was not among 
them. He was trapped up the 
road, blocked by authorities from 
venturing closer to find his wife. 
the Associated Press 
DESTROYED: Barbara Rugg, 69, a retired Los Angeles County Sheriff, talked yesterday about the wildfire that destroyed her home in 
Fallbrook, Calif. 
Eventually, Monroe persuaded 
authorities to let him past the 
roadblock He walked past burn- 
ing homes and a fire truck in 
flames. 
He arrived to find two sheriff's 
deputies dousing his home with 
water. His wife and neighbors 
had been pulled from the pool 
and driven to safety in a squad 
car. 
Another fire over the weekend, 
a fire near Anaheim Hills, about 
40   miles   southeast   of   Los 
Angeles, devoured about 2,400 
acres of brush and was about 35 
percent contained yesterday. No 
one was injured. 
In Fallbrook, Dale and Marion 
New returned to their property to 
discover their home remained 
intact. 
The couple had battled the fire 
with garden hoses and were 
assisted by a passer-by and his 
three teen-age grandsons, who 
pulled water from a neighbor's 
pool. 
c 
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Father charged in death of 19-month-old toddler 
1 
The Associated Press 
CHARGED: Winnfred Wright appears in Marin County Superior 
Court yesterday in San Rafael, Calif. 
By Ron Harris 
rn[ ASS0CIATE0 PRtSS 
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. — A man 
and four women who shared a 
home with their 13 children were 
charged with murder and child 
neglect yesterday in the death of 
one child and the malnourish- 
ment of the others. 
The 19-month-old toddler — 
whose bones were extremely 
brittle — was pronounced dead 
of severe malnutrition and 
neglect at a hospital in 
November after the women 
brought him in. The other chil- 
dren — ranging in age from 8 
months to 16 years — were 
quickly put into emergency fos- 
ter care. 
All were severely malnour- 
ished and most suffered from 
rickets, a bone-softening disease 
almost unheard of in suburban 
America. It is caused by a lack of 
vitamin D or calcium. 
Winnfred Wright, 45, and the 
women — Carol Bremner, 44, 
Mary Campbell, 37, Deirdre 
Wilson, 37, and Kali Polk- 
Matthews, 20 — were arrested 
Friday. They were held without 
bail for arraignment Monday. 
Wright, Bremner, Campbell 
and Wilson each face charges of 
second-degree    murder    and 
involuntary manslaughter. Polk- 
Matthews faces one count of 
involuntary manslaughter. All 
face child endangerment 
charges. 
His long hair in dreadlocks, 
Wright smiled at the women as 
they were led into court, shack- 
led at their hands and waists. All 
declined to enter pleas. 
Bremner, who lived with the 
others in San Francisco for years 
before moving to the upscale 
Marin County suburb of 
Marinwood several years ago, 
wore a white dust mask over her 
face. She is being treated for 
leukemia 
Campbell and Wilson are both 
pregnant, said Campbell's public 
defender, Marta Osterloh. 
Osterloh challenged the hospi- 
tal's conclusion that the child 
died of neglect. 
"There has been no coroner's 
report, no autopsy report. We 
don't know what the cause of 
death is," Osterloh said outside 
court. 
Jail officials said the defen- 
dants were declining ail requests 
for interviews. Other defense 
attorneys declined to comment 
None of the children were 
enrolled in public school, said 
Marin County sheriff's Detective 
Fred Marziano. Neighbors rarely 
saw them emerge from the rental 
home, where heavy white drapes 
prevent any view of the inside. 
"When they told us how many 
children were there, I nearly fell 
out of my shoes," neighbor 
Connie Williams told the Marin 
Independent Journal. "We hardly 
ever saw them." 
Because the adults refused to 
cooperate, it took three months 
for police to unravel what went 
on inside the modest beige 
house. Authorities had to rely on 
DNA tests to determine that 
Wright fathered all the children. 
It was not clear who gave birth to 
the child who died. 
"We don't know exactly what 
their affiliation is together other 
than they are cohabiting and 
producing children," Marziano 
said. 
Neighbors along the tree-lined 
street in the upper-middle-class 
neighborhood declined to speak 
with reporters yesterday, and no 
one answered the door at the 
house White T-shirts hung from 
a clothesline, and children's toys 
and a plastic tricycle sat on the 
grass. 
Malcolm Sullivan, who lives 
next door, told the Independent- 
Journal that their rent must have 
been expensive. Malcolm 
Sullivan, who lives next door, told 
the Independent-Journal that 
their rent must have been expen- 
sive. "Spending that kind of 
money and not feeding kids is 
perverted," he said. 
Rickets is extremely rare in the 
United States since the advent of 
vitamin D-fortified milk. Also, as 
little as 15 minutes of sun a day 
helps the body generate enough 
vitamin D to utilize calcium for 
bone growth. 
"The profile of the child who 
would be at risk to rickets would 
be a child who's not being fed 
dairy products and doesn't have 
adequate exposure to sun," said 
Gerald Combs, director of the 
Agriculture Department's 
Human Nutrition Research 
Center in Grand Forks, N.D. 
Children can begin to show 
signs of rickets within six months 
to a year after being denied ade- 
quate sunlight and food. 
It was several years ago that 
the family moved into the home, 
and neighbors got only fleering 
glimpses of the people inside. 
Whenever they went out. they 
would back a black Suburban 
with dark windows up to the 
garage, and neighbors could not 
see who got in. 
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You're One Stop Wireless Shop     You're One Stop Wireless Shop 
eric et 
authorized dealer 
• Unlimited Local Calling 
• No Credit Check 
• No Annual Contract     i 
Motorola Phone Service      ] 
vjOZ.     Month/+Tax 
Motorola Digital Phone 
after mail in rebate $49." 
t 
B MOBILE 
107 S. Main St 
419-354-2400 
3000 FREE 
National Night and 
Weekend Minutes 
Elegible with all America's 
Choice Calling Plans 
FREE Car Charger 
or Leather Case with 
New Activation! 
B MOBILE. 
107 S. Main St 
419-354-2400 
Nationwide Long Distance Included. 
Every Minute. Every Day. 
$2999/ 3000 
per mo. min. 
200  Anytime Minutes 
2800  Night & Weekend Minutes 
3000  Total Minutes 
Wti a cruy—r Sprit PCS 
*fcw«ge VMTtw* 
Save $150 with Sprint PCS mall-In 
rebate on the purchase and activation of any, 
two new Sprint PCS Phones - or save 
550 on one. Both rebate oners available to 
new customers with preferred credit. 
New Sprint PCS Clear Pay customers whose 
accounts are In good standing after 60 days 
may qualify tor offers of equal value. 
Sprint PCS built the largest all digital, 
all PCS nationwide network from the 
Sround up, reaching more than 
30 million people. 
A        ,       Hurry! Offer ends soon. 
-^' SprUlt,     The clear Alternative to cellular 
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Dual-Band PCS 
Pt>ort«by Samsung 
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Sprint PCS' 
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B MOBILE 
107 S. Main Street 
419-354-2400 
MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS 
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished.   Units have fireplaces. 
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and 
garbage disposals. 
§§§(D ©LPLP LMLP©OT 
with coupon for 
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27. 
(Discount taken per unit) 
DflUKWS Expires 2/27/02 
<^ 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green 
OH 43402 
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 9am - 1pm 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
It's YOUR to 
BUDGET HOTELS 
forMlrroea* 
London $318 
Amsterdam $344 
Madrid $383 
Los Angeles $278 
New York. $116 
Las  Vegas $188 
Fares are round-trip from Toledo. 
' jns may apply. Tayhot includec 
$18 
ANIGHT!!! 
■ TTT-Olia 
www. statravel.com 
Student Specials 
"All Day, Everyday" 
Hours! Mon:     11am-1:30am 
Tues: 11am-1:30am 
Wed: 11am-1:30am 
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am 
Sun:      11am-1:30am 
353-7272 
11 
papa) 
cash, checks 
fcgja ©©a!] 
1 Large 
1  Item 
i j[p§)(pa'§S(p<s 
1 Large 1 Hem and an 
, .order ol bread slicks only $3** 
.J L. 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
TWO BEDRpoM APARTMENTS: 
320 Elm Street 
Large furnished apartments close to Campus 
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER 
801 Fifth Street 
Unfurnished apartments w/ patio or balcony 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
803 Fifth Street 
Unfurnished apartments w/ patio or balcony 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
824 Sixth Street 
Unfurnished apartments w/ patio or balcony 
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER 
NEWL°VE 
Rentals 
We're filling up fast...Get your apartment 
for next year before it's too late!!! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third St. 
702 Third St. 
839 Fourth St. 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
Houses for Rent: 
702 E. Wooster 
702 'A E. Wooster 
122 '/i Frazee Ave. 
702 >l> Sixth St. 
704 <h Sixth St. 
337 S. Main 
352-5620 
vvww.nevvloverealty.com 
Call or slop by our office today! 
Mid Am Management 
641 Third #4 BG 
352-4380 
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GANG ESCAPES WITH $6.5 MILLION IN CASH 
LONDON (AP) — Robbers held up a security van at 
Heathrow Airport on Monday and escaped with $6.5 
million in a variety of currencies that had just arrived 
from Bahrain, police said. Police said the driver of the 
van was attacked by at least two men at the airport's 
Terminal 4 at about 6:30 a.m. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Officials say many Guantanamo prisoners remain unidentified 
By Lisa J. Mams 
IHEASSOCWEDPKSS 
GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAl. 
BASE, Cuba — Thirty-four more 
detainees from the Afghan war 
were flown yesterday to this 
remote U.S. military base, where 
investigators are struggling (o pin 
down which captives fought for 
the Taliban and which belonged 
to al-Qaida. 
Civilian and military investiga- 
tors have been questioning pris- 
oners since Jan. 23, when there 
were 158 of them here. Flights 
bringing more resumed last week 
after being suspended so that 
they could concentrate on inter- 
rogations, and the new arrivals 
brought the number to 254. 
Eight of the new arrivals had to 
be put into increased security 
postures shortly after they arrived 
but there were no major inci- 
dents, U.S. Marine Corps Public 
Affairs officer Maj. Stephen Cox 
said. 
The men normally stand with 
their feet and hands shackled. 
The increased security posture 
forces the detainees onto their 
sides with their knees to their 
chests. 
There was no specific word on 
what prompted the extra security 
moves, but Cox said talking or not 
responding to orders after three 
tries can prompt officials to force 
the position. 
Despite three weeks of ques- 
tioning, U.S. officials have not 
identified many of the detainees 
as either Taliban or al-Qaida 
members. 
"We have more people in 
limbo," Cox said Sunday. He 
would not say whether they 
made upa majorityol the prison- 
ers, but confirmed they outnum- 
bered both those claiming to be 
Taliban and those determined to 
be al-Qaida. 
Camp officials say many have 
been interviewed as many as four 
times, each time providing a dif- 
ferent name and different infor- 
mation. They say that it's prema- 
ture to assume most prisoners 
were from al-Qaida, the terror 
network led by Osama bin Laden 
and accused in the Sept. 11 
attacks. 
The first group of prisoners 
sent to Guantanamo from 
Afghanistan "was determined to 
have the greatest intelligence 
value because of their positions, 
their standings in either the al- 
Qaida or Taliban," Cox said. 
"Because of that value, they were 
determined to be the most dan- 
gerous — because of the infor- 
mation they possessed." 
Four Cuban refugees arrived at 
the U.S. base yesterday, appar- 
ently swimming, officials said. A 
clerk at the base's bachelor quar- 
ters said four men wearing only 
soaking wet shorts had turned up 
there. Cuban refugees who come 
here generally are repatriated. 
After visiting the Camp X-ray 
detention facility two weeks ago, 
Republican Sen. lames Inhofe of 
Oklahoma said he did not believe 
more than 15 percent of the 158 
detainees there at the time, or 
about 24 people, were Afghans 
U.S. officials had said the 
detainees came from 25 different 
countries. Cox said Monday that 
the number increased to 26 on 
Saturday, when another group of 
34 arrived from the airport in 
Kandahar,  Afghanistan —  as 
always, aboard a C-141 military 
cargo plane. 
A senior Pentagon official 
speaking on condition of 
anonymity last week said the 
detainees included about 50 
Saudis, 30 Yemenis, 25 Pakistanis, 
eight Algerians, three Britons and 
small numbers from Australia, 
Belgium, Egypt, France, Russia 
and Sweden. 
The official did not mention 
Afghans, who formed the ousted 
Taliban regime that harbored al- 
Qaida while ruling Afghanistan. 
While some foreigners fought for 
the Taliban, the majority were 
believed to be fighting for al- 
Qaida. 
Russian defense minister warns US. 
against decision to expand terror war 
[he Associated Press 
VISITING: Russian Foreign Minister Iganov, center, shortly upon his 
arrival Monday, Feb. 4,2002 for a one-day visit and talks on 
Russian contribution for the rehabilitation of Afghanistan. 
ByMaraD.Bellaby 
The Associated Press 
MOSCOW — Russian 
Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov 
warned the United States on yes- 
terday against expanding the war 
on terrorism to other nations 
without absolute proof of their 
involvement in terror activities 
— and approval from the U.N. 
Security Council. 
The stem warning came 
shortly after a similar admoni- 
tion from President Vladimir 
Putin about Iraq, which Russian 
leaders fear may become the 
next target in the U.S.-led anti- 
tenor campaign. 
Russia has close ties to Iraq 
and has repeatedly warned 
Washington against taking on 
Baghdad, saying it would break 
apart the coalition that formed 
after the Sept. 11 terror attacks in 
the United States. 
"There was nodoubtasto who 
was masterminding terrorist acts 
all over the world and not only in 
the United States," Ivanov said, 
referring to Osama bin laden, 
who was being harbored by the 
Taliban in Afghanistan. 
But for the United States to 
justify an attack on another 
nation, there must be "incontro- 
vertible evidence and a corre- 
sponding resolution from the 
U.N. Security Council," Ivanov 
said. 
"Without that... there can be 
no attack," Ivanov told reporters 
after meeting with the defense 
minister of Afghanistan's interim 
government, Mohammed 
Fahim. 
Russia has found itself in an 
awkward position since 
President Bush declared Iraq, 
Iran and North Korea part of an 
"axis of evil" and hinted they 
might be future targets of the 
anti-terror campaign. 
Russia has supported the war 
in Afghanistan, but it has close 
ties with all three nations identi- 
fied by Bush. 
Putin, in an interview Monday 
in The Wall Street loumal, said 
the situation in Iraq was different 
from Afghanistan and that any 
attack would be subject to 
approval from the U.N. Security 
Council, where Russia has veto 
power. 
He also objected to Bush's "axis 
of evil" characterization. 
"We oppose the drawing up of 
black lists," Putin said. He admit- 
ted Iraq presented a "problem," 
but said, "Such problems cannot 
be solved by one country alone." 
European allies, Arab nations 
and even NATO have expressed 
concern about U.S. plans for the 
anti-tenor campaign and have 
said they would not necessarily 
support military attacks on Iraq. 
Thriving open-air opium 
market put out of business 
By Ellen Knickmeycr 
The Associated Press 
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan — 
Opium vendors shut their open- 
air market Monday under what 
they said were U.S. military 
orders — becoming first targets 
in a campaign against 
Afghanistan's post-Taliban drug 
boom. 
The closure marked the first 
concrete effort by llamid 
Karzai's interim government to 
keep Afghanistan from reclaim- 
ing its 1990s title as the world's 
leading opium supplier. 
"The special forces, they told 
us, "Stop the opium business — 
no more,"' said vendor 
Mohammed Wali. scrubbing the 
sticky residue of years in the 
opium trade from the walls of 
his shop, and contemplating a 
new life selling carrots 
Afghan security patrols, mov- 
ing in bands down the narrow 
dirt streets of the market, looked 
on, seeing to compliance with 
the ban. 
Kandahar, Afghanistan's sec- 
ond-largest city, is a key transit 
point for raw opium on its way 
from the fields of red opium 
poppies to illicit factories inside 
and outside Afghanistan that 
refine the resin for sale as heroin. 
Kandahar and the southern 
provinces around it produced 85 
percent of Afghanistan's opium 
in the 1990s. 
Taliban edicts cut production 
dramatically in 2000 and 2001, 
but fanners made desperate by 
poverty aggravated by drought 
and war have rushed to plant 
the cash crop since the Taliban 
fell 
Karzai outlawed all produc- 
tion, trafficking and sale of nar- 
cotics in December. 
Enforcement, however, had 
been hard to spot until now. 
Word of the ban was slow even 
to reach remote provinces. 
In Vienna. Austria, a 
spokesman for the U.N. Drug 
Control and Crime Prevention 
office hailed the move to shut 
down the opium vendors. 
"I would hope ... that the 
international community will 
help Afghanis to set up function- 
ing law enforcement capacity — 
including drug control," Kemal 
Kuhrspahic said. Such an effort 
would also include help for 
farmers who earn big money by 
planting opium poppies, he 
said. 
"What we would like to see is 
ways to prevent the harvest from 
reaching the market," 
Kuhrspahic said. 
Kandahar provincial officials 
promised a tractor brigade in 
coming weeks to plough under 
all fields planted with poppies 
defined as about 2.2 pounds of 
opium, would continue to be 
allowed in Kandahar city itself. 
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BRIEFING 
Broncos outlast 
Zips in overtime 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — 
Freshman guard Ben Reed 
scored 29 points, including 
Western Michigan's first eight 
points in overtime, and the 
Broncos came from behind 
late in the second half to beat 
Akron in overtime, 94-89, 
Monday night in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
Tumblers 
lose first 
ofseason 
toUNC 
By Matthew R Lyons 
1HE BC NEKS 
The women's gymnastics team, 
Saturday, experienced a bump in 
the road in the warmth of the North 
Carolina sun 
BG avenged a loss to George 
Washington University in 2000 
with a 192675-191.900. But it was 
the University of North Carolina 
Tarheels that had the last word as 
they beat teams with a score of 
191825. 
The Falcons began the meet 
with the floor exercise, a good event 
historically for the team, lunior Ann 
Marie Kassouf started things on a 
high note with a score of 9.725. 
The trend continued as none of the 
squad scored below a 9.675. As the 
first rotation closed, the Falcons 
floor exercise score of 48.725 put 
them into first place 
Unfortunately, BG found the 
road a little rougher in the second 
rotation as they moved to the vault 
Two missed landings led to a sea- 
son low 47.700 points, junior Kathy 
Emerson helped get things back on 
track with a 9.7 vault as did Senior 
Mamy Oestreng with a 9.8 vault 
This was good enough for a first 
place finish on the vault 
At the midway point the colo- 
nials were third with 94.875 points, 
the Tarheels had the second spot 
with 96.175 points., and the 
Falcons had maintained their lead 
with 96.425 points. 
In the third rotation, BG moved 
to bars. They have consistently per- 
formed well at the event Theevent 
began well as freshman Stephanie 
Sams achieved a score of 9.8. BG's 
lowest and highest score were 9.675 
and 9.850, respectively Freshman 
Kari lisle obtained the highest 
score. Ultimately, the team 
received 49.025 points on the 
event which is a season high. 
Entering the final rotation. BG 
held the lead with 145.450 points. 
UNC with 144.800 points and 
GWU with 143.750 points were in 
third and second place. However, 
the Falcons faced a season long 
nemesis, the balance beam, in the 
fourth rolatioa Senior Emily Gray 
began the event with a 95 score 
The possibility of a strong Falcon 
finish seemed likely until two cost- 
ly falls occurred in a row Although 
Mindy Untch and Melissa 
Popowxh earned a 9.625 and a 
9.675, respectively, another fall gave 
the Falcons a score of 47225 on the 
balance beam. 
Overall BG finished second with 
192675 points, lunior Ann Marie 
Kassouf earned a fifth place finish 
with 38.475 points, while Senior 
Mamy Oestrengs 38.575 points 
earned her a fourth place finish 
Unfortunately, The University of 
North Carolina won meet with 
193.825 points. 
BG moves to 10-1 on the regular 
season, and 3-0 in the conference 
This is the best start for the team In 
school history The team has a short 
week with a home meet Friday 
against the Northern Illinois Huskies 
at 7 PM and then a trip to Kent State 
for the All-Ohio Championship 
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BOWLING CREEK STATE UNIVERSITY 
BG battles close over weekend 
lennlunno BGNon 
BREATH: A BG breaststroker comes up for a breath. 
ByloeFinone 
IHC BC NtftS 
The Bowling Green women's 
swimming and diving team fin- 
ished the weekend with a split 
The Falcons defeated Northern 
Illinois, but lost to host Akron. 
The BG men's squad did not fare 
as well this weekend, finishing 
with an0-1 record. 
They lost to Northern Illinois by 
a score of 127 to 111. 
The BG women brought back 
plenty of first places this week- 
end. Sophomore Jessie Humes 
brought back two of those first 
place finishes for the Falcons. 
She won the 1000 yard freestyle, 
with a time of 10:44.46 and the 
500 yard freestyle with a time of 
5:11.72. 
Sara Agnew also had a good 
day for the Bowling Green team; 
she came back with a first and 
second place finish. 
She was first in the 200-yard 
backstroke, which she placed 
with a time of 2:26.60. She fin- 
ished in second in the 400-yard 
IM, with a time 4:38.30. 
Also having a strong meet for 
the Falcons was Kim Moden. 
She finished in first place in the 
50-yard freestyle She finished the 
event with a time of 24.77. 
Kelly Hara also performed well 
at the meet She finished in first 
place in the 200-yard freestyle 
with a time of 1:57.18 and in third 
place in the 100-yard freestyle 
with a time of 54.58. 
"Jesse Humes had a big meet 
for the women and Kim Moden's 
racing has been superb", said 
Head Coach Randy Julian. 
The women's diving team also 
SWIMMERS. PACE 11 
They all come from differ- 
ent backgrounds, but tliey 
ail have one love: Routing 
Green basketball. Many 
opponents have pondered 
why and how the hell you 
get attacked both on and off 
me court at Anderson Arena. 
The answer is the untamed, 
rowdy Sideline Squad 
This group of seniors have 
been looking up my skirt 
since freshmen year. They 
havebeen thefaithfulfdnsof 
the Falcons through their 
tips and downs. They began 
as a group of 8 and now the 
entire student section isplled 
with orange sideline squad 
shirts. 
But only I could wrestle 
these boys for an up close 
interview to find out the 
truth on how to be apart of 
the Sideline Squad 
Nick Hutm BC New 
BOLD LEAD IN: Andrew Dutt, Troy Plant, Don Delco and Aaron Ziraks hold up 'Stormin' Erin Norman . 
Sunmnr 
norman 
An interview with 
The Sideline 
Squad 
CM) Seta* BGNm 
STRIKE A POSE: BG's Melissa 
Popovich handles the balance 
beart in a recent meet. 
Norman: Who is your favorite 
team to heckle? 
S.S.: Miami's coach (Charlie 
Coles) was fun but Billy Lynch 
from Ball State was a 5'3 short guy 
so we kept harassing if was apart 
of the make a wish foundation. 
Norman: Who do you heckle 
the most those on the bench or 
the players in the game? 
S.S.: Depends on what part of 
the game, we heckle those on the 
bench who haven't got in the 
whole game. We like asking the 
last two on the bench if they need 
a coffee or something. 
Norman: What are some of 
your favorite lines to the oppos- 
ingteam? 
S.S.: The jingle of the keys is 
the best, but we liked talking to 
Brandon Hunter (Ohio) about 
who is winning the illegitimate 
kid race, him or Shawn Kemp He 
didn't like that and we got serious 
looks for that We think he eats 
people; he's massive 
Norman: This year there has 
been many groups of fans all 
painted, showing skin, and a little 
tipsy. Do you have any new ideas 
to stand out among,the other 
fans? 
S&: Well, we are going to be 
able to paint our stomachs and 
get whole sentences so that's 
pretty cool. 
Norman: Of everyone of the 
Sideline Squad how many played 
b-ball? 
S.S.: About 2 or 3; why the hell 
are we basketball fans! 
Norman: Good question, 
how did you get involved? 
S. S.: It all boils back to Graham 
Bunn, we came to the game our 
freshmen year vs. Northern Iowa 
and he hit a shot at the buzzer to 
win it We jumped on his band- 
wagon, we loved him, and after 
that we became the sideline 
squad... 
Norman: What are your 
favorite activities before a game? 
S.S.: Beer and a stogie. 
Sometimes I take my car off load- 
ing before the game, but I haven't 
washed my sideline squad shirt 
yet. I did put cologne on it 
though1 
Norman: What do you do at 
half-time? 
S.S.: Sit and ponder why we 
got so drunk last night and won- 
der why the dance team doesn't 
like us Probably the restraining 
order, but I'm not sure 
Norman: You guys are so high 
energy at the games it makes me 
wonder what your policy on 
pregame sex is because you are 
on your feet the whole game? 
S.S.: Get in when you fit in. 
Norman: Who is the biggest 
pimp on the Sideline Squad? 
S JS.: Brian Corvino, no woman 
can resist a sweater vest. 
Norman: Since you have such 
a great view what is your favorite 
cheerleading mount? 
S5.: When they lift one giri in 
the middle and she splits, you 
usually give us a thumbs up for 
the view. Our favorite part of 
cheerleading is the pregame 
stretching The cheerleaders are 
the reason we sit where we are, 
we can see the pregame stretch 
and the game It doesn't get any 
better than that! 
Norman: Everyone- puts a 
wager on what they will do if we 
go to the Big Dance What crazy 
thing will you do when they gel to 
the Big Dance? 
S.S.: If they made it we would 
have a huge party with monkeys 
knife fighting and (Brent) Klasscn 
riding around on a zebra with a 
tu-tu 
Norman: Who would you 
rather see in a BG cheerleading 
uniform, BG News Sports Editor 
Nick Hurm or Britney Spears 
S.S.: We'd rather see Nick in a 
leopard thong and Britney naked. 
Norman: For all the ladies 
reading this wondering who they 
should work their game at - who 
has the best overall package on 
the Sideline Squad? 
S.S.:Tuna can Ken, abstinence 
is freedom .. .and any man who 
can put his legs above his head 
has got to be good in bed. (His 
notorious cartwheel when he is 
excited at the game) 
Norman: What's you favorite 
feature on Frieda? 
S.S.: Her huge, voluptuous 
tots. One of the boys asked her for 
some beak and she didn't say 
anything. You think that means 
no? 
Wow, after 1 finished this inter- 
view 1 had to go home and show- 
er because I got so hot from these 
racy answers. I believe I found 
what I was looking for. This 
group of fans is one to be mod- 
eled after in the future years of 
BG basketball. 
These boys obviously offer 
everything inside and outside of 
Anderson Arena, so women, if 
you're looking for an incredible 
experience, you are guaranteed 
to find these boys where they live 
and breath: on the sideline. 
First'Olympic rules' flight arrest made 
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — An 
airline passenger who allegedly 
got up to go the bathroom less 
than 30 minutes before landing 
became the first person arrested 
under a new federal flight regula- 
tion adopted for the Olympics. 
Richard Bizarro, 59, could get 
up to 20 years in prison on 
charges of interfering with a flight 
crew. 
Bizarro was on a Delta flight 
from Los Angeles on Saturday 
when he allegedly left his seat 25 
minutes before landing, despite 
two warnings from the captain to 
the 90 passengers to stay put as 
required under the 30-minute 
rule adopted for Salt Lake City by 
the Federal Aviation 
Administration. 
Air marshals aboard the plane 
ordered all passengers to put 
their hands on their heads for the 
rest of the flight 
Bizarro, of Park City, was jailed 
overnight and released on his 
own recognizance. Messages left 
with his attorney and at his home 
were not returned Monday. 
Autliorities said a flight atten- 
dant instructed Bizarro to return 
to his seat immediately after he 
left the bathroom. She said 
Bizarro, who is 6-foot 2 and 220 
pounds, ignored her orders and 
stared at her for about a minute 
before returning to his seat, 
attending to the FBI. 
Two of three undercover air 
marshals on board saw what 
happened, the FBI said. One of 
the agents said he saw Bizarro 
give what appeared to be a 
"thumbs up" to another passen- 
ger as he returned to his seat 
prompting the marshals to take 
control of the cabin. 
The rule requiring no passen- 
ger movement during the last 30 
minutes of flights into the city 
and first 30 minutes on flights 
leaving, went into effect Feb. 5. It 
already had been in effect for 
flights to Reagan International 
Airport in Washington. 
Women's 
track 
takes first 
at home 
Bylayme Ramson 
THE  BG NEWS 
In their final tune-up meet 
before the MAC champi- 
onships, the Bowling Green 
women's track team topped a 
15 team field with a first place 
finish, while the men's team 
placed third. 
The women's team swept 
the relay events, winning 
both the 4x400 meter relay 
and the distance medley 
relay. The 4x400 time of 
3:52.00 was .BG's best time 
this season by nearly two sec- 
onds. The distance medley 
team ran a 12:16.73 to beat 
Miami University's 1222.93. 
The 4x400 meter relay was 
the final event, and BG knew 
going into the meet that they 
wanted to win it "It was awe- 
some for the team to win the 
championship it came down 
to the 4x400 (meter relay) and 
the whole team was around 
the track cheering and those 
girls in the 4x400 really 
stepped it up," said thrower 
and onlooker Kerri McClung. 
Alicia Taylor placed in each 
of her four events, winning 
the 60-meter hurdles in 8.65 
seconds, placing third in the 
200-meter dash with a time 
of 25.55 seconds, placing 
fourth in the 60-meter dash 
in 7.70 seconds, and as a part 
of the winning 4x400 meter 
relay. Taylor had a record day 
as she set personal records in 
each of her individual events. 
" I think I did really good 
today, I pr'd (set a personal 
recoid) in everything I did. I 
don't focus on places I just try 
to run my race and pr in each 
of my events." 
Furthermore, sophomore 
Kerri McClung continued to 
improve in the shot put 
McClung placed second, 
but improved her throw to 
1525 meters, surpassing the 
NCAA provisional qualifying 
mark. "I can't complain 
(about getting second place) 
when I throw a pr by nine 
inches and it only improved 
my provisional distance for 
nationals." 
In addition, the falcon 400- 
meter runners dominated 
the individual 400-meter 
dash, capturing three out of 
the top eight places. 
Sophomores Tamika Dixon 
and Ellen Alkire placed third 
and fourth for BG with times 
of 5828 and 58.44 seconds, 
respectively, while senior 
JoVbne Houpe ran a 58.79 to 
place sixth 
Three falcon high jumpers 
placed in the top eight as 
well. Sophomore Rachel 
Perme placed third with a 
jump of 1.67 meters, sopho- 
more Erin Kosch and junior 
Bridget Kozy tied for fifth with 
jumps of 1.62 meters. 
Junior Briana Killian 
placed third in the 800-meter 
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THREE MORE MEDALS: Ross Powers, Danny Kass and JJ Thomas were the first U.S. threesome to earn a medals sweep in 46 years. 
Snowboard sweep for US. 
By Eddie PHIs 
!H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PARK CITY, Utah — Gold, sil 
ver, bronze. Red, white and blue. 
Snowboarders Ross Powers, 
Danny Kass and).). Thomas ren 
dered those colors interchange 
able and indivisible Monday, giv 
ing the United States its first 
medals sweep in the Winter 
Olympics in 46 years. 
With chants of "USA, USA, 
USA" coming from the crowd of 
30,000, the three Americans 
made history on the halfpipe, 
soaring into the sunshine for an 
unforgettable Olympic moment. 
They catapulted their Gen X 
sport out of the fringe and into 
the spotlight — and put America 
alone on the medals stand. 
"I couldn't ask for anything 
more," said Powers, who turned 
23 on Sunday. "It's the best birth- 
day present ever. These guys 
beside rhe is also huge. Today 
was just the perfect day." 
Flying 10 and 15 feet above the 
hollowed-out snow chute, the 
Americans won all three medals 
in a Winter event for the first time 
since the 1956 Cortina Games, 
when the U.S. men's figure skat- 
ing team did it 
It was only the second Winter 
Games sweep ever for the United 
States, and it was topped by 
Powers, who adds gold to the 
bronze medal he won in Nagano 
four years ago. 
The sweep bumped the 
United States up to six medals in 
these Olympics, including the 
halfpipe gold won Sunday by 
Kelly Clark, who was on hand to 
watch her countrymen sweep. 
Before the games, the Americans 
said they hoped to win a total of 
20 medals. 
On Monday, it was a rare 
sweep in front of frenzied, flag- 
waving fans. 
It was the biggest crowd any of 
these athletes had performed 
for, a turnout boosted when high 
winds postponed the women's 
downhill event and sent thou- 
sands down the mountain to 
check out the halfpipe. 
And really, there was no better 
place to be on this day. 
After all, where else would fans 
have taken in the sight of Finnish 
star snowboarder Heikki Sorsa, 
who used an entire can of hair- 
spray to spike his hair and give 
himself a foot-high mohawk? 
I low about a rock band play- 
ing during intermission? 
Or the way the winners cele- 
brated, signing the bare breasts 
of an avid fan? (Thomas took 
care of the left, and Powers did 
the right). 
Olympic victories are sup- 
posed to put athletes on 
Wheaties boxes, but maybe not 
this time. 
"I'm going to be on the Count 
Chocula box!" Kass yelled. 
"Count Chocula!" 
That's snowboarding — X- 
treme, X-citing, X-hilirating, 
and something America and the 
world will see much more of in 
the wake of this unprecedented 
success. 
"It's a fun sport," Powers said. 
"It's people listening to music, 
having a fun time, going for it. 
Everyone's friends." 
Powers set the winning mark 
of 46.1 early. He was the fourth 
rider to hit the snow in the 
finals, and his very first push 
above the rim of the pipe was 
stunning — his body flying 15 
feet in the air, parallel to the 
ground, with the sun overhead 
making for a picturesque sil- 
houette. 
"Probably the highest airs 
I've ever done in my life," he 
said. 
Further down the chute, he 
made two full revolutions, 
once while doing a somersault 
in the air. He did tricks with 
names like "mute grab," "stale- 
fish," and "switch McTWist," 
each one more daring than the 
next, and all with landings as 
smooth as the shiny ice on the 
sides of the pipe. 
It came after a harrowing fall 
in his first qualifying run. That 
could have made him ner- 
vous, but he recovered, made 
a great second run to advance 
to the finals and then went on 
the ride of his life for the gold. 
Kass, the 19-year-old future 
of the sport, had two chances 
to top Powers. 
Selig calls off 
sale meeting 
By Ronald Hun 
IHE ASSOCIATED PHtSS 
NEW YORK — Baseball com- 
missioner Bud Selig called off an 
owners' meeting set to approve the 
sales of the Florida Marlins and 
Montreal Expos and instead 
scheduled a telephone conference 
call for Tuesday's vote 
John Henry, whose group was 
given approval last month to buy 
the Boston Red Sox for $660 mil- 
lion from the lean R. Yawkey Trust, 
is selling the Marlins to Jeffrey 
Loria for $158.5 million. 
Loria is selling the Montreal 
franchise to Baseball Expos LP—a 
Delaware limited partnership 
owned by the other 29 teams—for 
$ 120 million, with baseball loaning 
him the difference between the 
prices. 
Both sales were expected to gain 
overwhelming approval, and 
baseball intended to announce a 
new management for the Expos 
following the call. 
Tony Tavares, who quit last 
month as Anaheim Angels presi- 
dent, will become president and 
chief executive officer of the Expos 
and Hall of Famer Frank Robinson, 
Selig's vice president in charge of 
on-field discipline, will become 
manager. 
Bob DuPuy, baseball's chief legal 
officer, offered the general manag- 
er's job to Omar Minaya. senior 
assistant general manager of the 
New York Mets. Minaya spent 
Monday at the commissioner's 
office in New York negotiating the 
job's salary and responsibilities. 
While he had pretty much decided 
to accept, he told baseball officials 
he would not give his final answer 
until Tuesday, a person familiar 
with the talks said, speaking on the 
condition of anonymity. 
Baseball's plan to fold the Expos 
and Twins was blocked by a 
Minnesota injunction, causing the 
commissioner's office to take over 
operation of the Expos, a team that 
appears to be in its final season in 
Montreal. 
Selig at first contemplated hav- 
ing owners meet Tuesday in the 
Chicago area, but some teams did- 
n\ want to travel to a meeting for a 
vote where the outcome was cer- 
tain. Some teams already have 
mailed in their votes, and the rest 
will vote during the conference 
call, several baseball officials said 
Monday. 
Owners are approving these 
deals with a speed unprecedented 
in recent decades. The Red Sox 
sale, agreed to on Dec 20, was 
approved at a Jan. 16 meeting in 
Phoenix by a 29-0 vote, with the 
Yankees abstaining. 
As of Monday, Henry's agree- 
ment to sefl the Marlins to Loria 
had not even been signed. 
But the start of spring training 
put pressure on baseball to speed 
the transactions. The Martins and 
Expos open camp Friday, and 
Loria intends to take much of his 
staff to Florida, including manager 
Jeff Torborg, interim general man- 
ager Larry Beinfest and executive 
vice president David Samson. 
After the vote, baseball will give 
Loria permission to switch his 
staff. Closings on the Martins and 
Expos sales could take place later 
this week. 
Meanwhile. Sebg will not testify 
at Wednesday's Senate Judiciary 
Committee hearing on the sport's 
antitrust exemption and instead 
will send his chief lawyer. 
DuPuy and union head Donald 
Fehr are among witnesses sched- 
uled to appear at the hearing, a 
spokesman for committee chair- 
man Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vl, said 
Monday. 
Also scheduled to testily are 
Horida Attorney General Bob 
Burterworth, Minnesota Deputy 
Attorney General Lori Swanson, 
and Stan Brand, a lobbyist for the 
National Association of 
Professional Baseball Leagues, the 
governing body of the minor 
leagues. 
Sen. Paul D. WeHstone, D-Minn., 
and Rep. lohn Conyers Jr., D- 
Mich., proposed legislation Nov. 14 
to strip baseball of its antitrust 
exemption as it applies to fran- 
chise moves and folding. 
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AT NEWIWE 
Rentals 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS: 
315-1/2 S. Main Street:  Wood Deck 
507 E. Merry:  Across from Campus. 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT: 
317 S. Main Street: 
Located close to 
downtown 
NEWIWE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. (Our Only Office) 
352-5620 
www.newloverealty.com 
VARSITY LANES 
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT 
Who:     Any college student 
When:  Monday - Wednesday, 
9:00 - 11:00 p.m. 
Where: Varsity Lanes  -1033 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247) 
What:    2 hours of bowling & shoes, 
slice of pizza w   ' 
& large pop 
Price:    Only S5.00 
per person , 
& drink specials 
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s 
•Abbey Erford 
•Ann  Senne 
•Sommer Echterling 
•Gina Capuano 
* Amy Grabfelder 
•Kristy Nagel 
•Kim Steyer 
•Kristie Nelch 
*),   r 
enotes 4.0 
Jcnni  Young 
Maria 
Grunkemeyer 
Jessica Sworan 
Chelsea Rehnast 
Stephanie Storey 
Andie Gerhan 
Krista Snyder 
Becky Kucera 
Korrine DeNa 
Karen  Kennedy 
Jenna  Jones 
Tat urn Fraser 
Laura Frey 
Angela Rose 
Kristen Hertze 
Kasie Spangler 
1- M ii Carney 
a>au <t>aii4>au O>HLI <J>8LI <j>au <J>HLI <&au <J>HU 
rnLcan HOOF'S 
/^    THE HOUSE 
//    THAT ROARS! 
STUDENTS ADMITTED 
FREE 
WITH VALID BDSU  ID 
MEN'S BASKET BAU 
WEDNESDAY 
vs. 
E. MICHIGAN •  7:DDPM 
NCM. BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
THURSDAY VS. W. MICHIGAN 
7:DDPM 
WWW.BGSUFALCONS.COM 
(H4 an Apart/went Lfcu II 
:    ^ at   NEWIPVE 
Ken l.i Is 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS: 
BW Eas4J IR<s<sdl §to<§(Btte    fc^ 
Large furnished apartments across from 
Campus.   \1 
FREE WATER & SEWER 
patio or Unfurnished or furnishe 
balcony. 
FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. (our only office) 352-5620 
www. newloverealty.com 
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like a fraternity party 
that got our of shape' 
By Jim UKu 
■ HE ASSOCIMtO PRESS 
SALT LAKE CITY — News that 
International Olympic Committee 
president Jacques Rogge has 
moved into a dorm room at the 
athletes' village is a welcome 
departure from the lavish accom- 
modations favored by his prede- 
cessor. 
Heres hoping that Rogge has 
enough sense not to invite the US. 
hockey team over for a party 
When last we saw the best 
American team money could buy 
at the Olympics, there was busted 
furniture, dented doors, scratched 
walls and fire extinguishers that 
were emptied or tossed out a win- 
dow — but nary a medal to show 
for it 
The odd couple of NHL com- 
missioner Gary Bertman and play- 
ers' union chief Bob Goodenow 
joined hands at a damage-control 
session afterward and did every- 
thing but sing "Kumbaya" They 
insisted only a handful of players 
were involved and that the 
destruction to the rooms in 
Nagano totaled $3,000 tops. 
TTiey didn't dare say it at the 
time, but you know what the two 
of them were thinking "Four play- 
ers, three grand, a few rooms 
trashed? Let's tell 'em it was the 
Rolling Stones." 
Instead, Bertman put on his 
most solemn face and promised 
disciplinary action. Four years 
later, not one of the players has 
been identified, let alone pun- 
ished Captain Chris Chelios apol- 
ogized without admitting any 
guilt, wrote a check to cover the 
damages and he. along with a 
majority of the players from the 
1998 squad, are back. 
Not so for coach Ron Wilson 
whose idea of shaking up his over- 
served, undermotivated team was 
to get a crewcut before Ore game 
against the Czech Republic 
That's the short version of how 
Herb Brooks, the new sheriff in 
town, found himself explaining 
what was going to be different 
about the U.S. team this time. 
"We have to look in a rear view 
mirror and learn from some of 
those things. It was sort of like a fra- 
ternity party that got out of shape 
— I think there was more made of 
it than really what happened," 
Brooks said 
"I havent mentioned it to our 
guys. I talked about it with Chris 
Chelios. but we haven't made a 
theme about it We haven't talked 
about it It's done and over. We've 
talked about what we have to do to 
represent our country, which we 
are so proud of." 
The U.S. hockey team will be 
staying in dorm rooms at the ath- 
letes' village again, the only differ- 
ence is that they'll probably be 
assigned to the first floor. 
So wish Brooks ruck — hell 
need more than a charge account 
at IKEA with no pre-set spending 
limit, and theres plenty riding on 
this venture 
Brooks was behind the bench 
when a bunch of U.S. college kids 
produced the "Miracle on Ice" at 
the Lake Placid Games in 1980, but 
his resume has been anything but 
sparkling since. He put in stints 
with the New York Rangers, 
Minnesota North Stars, New Jersey 
Devils and Pittsburgh Penguins, 
but never conjured up the same 
magic Neither Brooks' familiarity 
with the international style nor his 
reputation as a disciplinarian — 
he was once labeled The 
Khomeini of Ice Hockey" — 
impressed the pros at his various 
stops. 
Even his wife wasn't too thrilled 
with his job, as Brooks admitted at 
his news conference When he 
asked her whether he should sign 
for a second season with the 
Penguins, her response was, 
"What part of the word 'divorce' 
don't you understand?" 
Whether he gets more respect 
from the collection of frat-boys 
who make up the current U.S. 
squad remains to be seea At 
Nagano, their idea of leadership 
was taking over the karaoke 
machine in bars the night before 
games and then marshaling party- 
goers up and down Chuo-dori 
Street until 5 am 
Making Brooks' job even 
tougher is a talent deficit. The 
Canadians are better and deeper, 
and the same might true of the 
Russians and Czechs. Maybe thars 
why hes already pcor-mouthing 
his team's chances. 
"If we play smart and hard and 
do it with class, I think we can 
sleep at night," Brooks said 
"Obviously, a medal is what were 
shooting for, but it's how we pre- 
pare, how we match up, how we 
conduct ourselves, those are the 
key things." 
Not exactly 
Five years ago, when the NHL 
first decided to dose shop for two 
weeks in the middle of the season 
to go to the Olympics in 1998 and 
2002, putting the world's best play- 
ers on the world's biggest stage 
looked like putting a puck into an 
open net Irs turned out to be 
more like a screen shot through 
traffic 
Building an audience proved 
tough in Nagano because the 
games were broadcast in the wee 
hours of the morning. This time 
me Americans open in prime time 
Friday night against Finland. But 
the most attractive game — 
United States vs. Russia on 
Saturday night, the first time the 
two have played on American ice 
since the 1980 game — will start 
at 11:30 p.m. on the East Coast 
Men's track places 
third out of 15 teams 
TRACK. PAGE 8 
run with a time of 2:16.49. Senior 
Lori Williams placed fourth in the 
weight throw with a throw of 
16.88 meters and eighth in the 
shot put with a throw of 12.94 
meters. lanean Johnson and 
Mary Willems placed seventh 
and eighth in the weight throw 
with throws of 16.17 meters and 
15.70 meters. Nichole 
Carter placed fifth in the triple 
jump with a distance of 11.23 
meters. 
Sophomore Amber Culp 
placed eighth in the 3000 meter 
run with a time of 10:39.29. 
The Bowling Green men's team 
placed third out of fifteen teams, 
behind Toledo and Akron. 
Zerian Peterson led the team to 
their only first place finish. 
Peterson placed first in the 400- 
meter dash with a time of 49.21 
seconds. Peterson also placed 
fifth in the 200-meter dash with 
a time of 22.64 seconds. 
Grant Shadden placed sec- 
ond in the 3000 meter run with a 
time of 8:27.40 and Josh Cook 
ran to a second place finish in 
the 800-meter run with a time of 
1:54.92, just .3 of a second 
behind the winner. 
Freshman Durond Clark 
placed third in the 200-meter 
dash with a time of 22.48. Jamal 
Salahuddin placed third in the 
shot put with a throw of 16.49 
meters and eighth in the weight 
throw with a distance of 16.10 
meters. Bowling Green's dis- 
tance medley relay also placed 
third, finishing with a time of 
10:30.29, behind Ashland and 
Otterbein College. 
In the pole vault, the 
Bowling Green men captured 
three of the top eight places. 
Drew Downey was third with a 
vault of 4.80 meters while Kerry 
Koontz and Hunter Downey 
tied for fifth with vaults of 4.65 
meters. 
Additionally, Dean Coticchia 
placed third in the high jump 
with a jump of 2.03 meters, 
while Bryan Gardner placed 
sixth with a jump of 1.98 meters. 
Gardner and Eric Peterson 
placed sixth and seventh in the 
long jump with leaps of 6.51 
meters and 6.50 meters, respec- 
tively. Andre George placed 
sixth in the 400-meter dash with 
a time of 50.87 and Emmanuel 
Hendrix placed seventh in the 
60-meter dash with a time of 
7.04 seconds. 
In the distance events, Chad 
Kunkle and Tom Kurter placed 
sixth and seventh in the 5000 
meter run with times of 15:18.28 
and 15:26.98. 
Justin Perez and Troy Stiles 
placed fifth and eighth in the 
mile run with times of 4:23.86 
and 4:30.90. 
Both the men's and womens"i.»£l 
teams will take this weekend oft 
and begin preparation for the 
MAC      Championships      at 
Bowling Green on Feb. 22. 
Service 
Community Service February Workshops 
Free and open to all, attend one or more 
of the sessions! 
Beyond the Degree: 
I Non-Profits and Volunteer Options: 
a pmel discussion focusing on career opportunities 
Tuesday, February 12 
|Bowen-Thompson Student Union 207 
7:00 - 8:30 PM 
Presenters from various non-profits 
and volunteer agencies discuss 
I career options and answer your questions! 
How-To Basics of 
Service 
Planning a Service Event 
Making it Great! 
Wednesday. February 20 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316 
6-7 PM 
Presenters include: Btian Rose, Program 
Director ol UCF Center for Spiritual 
and Community Development 
'.February 13 
•-ThMVtaa Student Ualta 311 
f>7M 
Presrattre Include: 
Julie Nwrte, Link Tea* Leader 
What does it matter? The 
Difference Service Makes! 
Wednesday. February 27 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316 
6-7 PM 
Presenters include: Tim legge, Wood 
County Director lor United Way 
For more information, please contact 
Pete Lafferty 
Office of Campus Involvement 
372-2343, pwlaffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved 
5197372-2343 
LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Homing With US! 
517 F.. RF.FI)   At Thurslln One Bedroom. 1 Bath. 
Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $540.00 
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - S4S0.00 
- Close to OfTenhaoer 
Furnished one bath. 
School Year • Two Person Rate • $685.00 
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $570.00 
451 THURST1N Across from Offenhauer 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath 
School Year- One Person Rate-1380 00 
One Year- One Person Rate-1340 00 
505 CLOUCH   Campus Manor 
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate ■ J650 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560 00 
449-4SS S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year   One Person Rate   $420 00 
One Year ■ One Person Rate - $370.00 
720 SECOND ■ One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year   One Person Rate - $420 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $365 00 
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished 
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395 00 
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $350 00 
402 HIGH   Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person ■ $475 00 
825 THIRD   One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath. 
School Year   One Person Rate - $450.00 
One Year - One Person Rale - $400.00 
701 FOURTH   Two Bedroom Furnished. 
I Bath Plus Vanity In BR. 
School Year ■ TWo Person Rate - $620 00 
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $520 00 
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall. 
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560 00 
One Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $470.00 
707 SIXTH   Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall. 
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
One Yeer - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $460 00 
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $610.00 
One Year - Furnished - TWo Person Rate - $510.00 
MO-MO SIXTH   Rock Ledge Manor. 
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $640.00 
One Year - Furnished - TWo Person Rate - $530.00 
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, I Bath. Vanity In Hall. 
School Year   Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
One Year - Furnished - TWo Person Rale - $450 00 
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year- TWo Person Rale- $550 00 
One Year- Two Person Rate-$470.O0 
724 S. College   Cambridge Commons 
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. I 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers 
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $640.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00 
We have many other units available Stop In the Rental 
Office for a complete brochure.. 
call |on\ XFWI.OVI-: 
REAL ESTATE, INC 
Rental Office 354-2260 
1 in Yotll < uinum-lltc UP \IC I m .tlnl 
\t 319 I    Unnslt'f Slrtt'l. ,u joss 
from r.HD iM-ll 
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MACs ahead 
for men's 
SWIMMING, FROM PAGE 8 
performed rather well. Molly 
Peterson finished in second in 
the 1 meter and third place in 
the 3 meter. She finished just 
behind teammate Ftyan Donally 
in the 3 meter, who finished that 
event in second. In the 1 meter, 
Donally finished in third place, 
right behind teammate 
Peterson. 
The men's team had some 
strong individual efforts, but it 
wasn't enough to overcome the 
Northern Illinois team. 
Freshman Robert McRae was 
once again one of the stars of 
the Bowling Green team. He 
won the 50-yard freestyle with a 
time of 22.42. He also captured 
first place in the 200 yard butter- 
fly, which he finished in 1:57.76. 
Senior co-captain Paul 
Bizzarre also finished in first in 
two events. He won the 200- 
yard backstroke with a time of 
1:58.08 and the 1000-yard 
freestyle with a time of 10:04.63. 
Ray Bartel didn't have any first 
place finishes but swam real 
well this past weekend. In the 
200-yard breaststroke,  Bartel 
finished in second place, with a 
rime of 2:13.63. He also fin- 
ished in third place in the 50- 
yard freestyle, behind teammate 
Robert McRae. His time for 
that event was 22.82. 
"It was great to see Ray Bartel 
step up and let the rest of the 
conference know he's ready to 
step up", said Coach lulian. 
Coming off a recent injury 
senior co-captain had a strong 
meet He finished right behind 
teammate Robert McRae in the 
200-yard butterfly. His time for 
the event was 2:01.34. 
"The team needed to see 
Kevin Anderson perform the 
way he did", said Coach lulian. 
Next up on the Falcons 
schedule is the MAC champi- 
onships. The women's team 
will be in action February 28 to 
March 2 in Ypsilanti, Mich. 
The men's team will not see 
action till March 7 to March 9 in 
Athens, Ohio 
"As far as MACs go, we are 
expecting some lifetime bests 
out of our swimmers, said 
Coach lulian when asked what 
to expect in the coming 
matches. 
^??7 
IfjW trarel Interstate W f rwi 
Hew Yorlf City to Sai Francisco, 
f% hpw many states will you 
pass through/ 
Lewis heads to Redskins 
By Joeseph White 
THE ASSOCIATED PHESS 
ASHBURN. Va. — Marvin 
Lewis won't be a head coach, but 
he'll be getting head coach 
money. 
A month after he set a new — 
and very high — standard for 
head coach's pay with the hiring 
of Steve Spurrier, Washington 
Redskins owner Dan Snyder on 
Monday made Lewis the best 
paid assistant in the NFL 
Lewis signed a three-year deal 
worth about $850,000 per year 
— more than $1 million per year 
with incentives — to be the 
defensive coordinator. That's a 
salary comparable to what some 
NFL head coaches make and is 
at least twice what the average 
assistant is thought to make. 
Asked to explain himself to 
owners who now have good rea- 
son to be concerned about esca- 
lating coaching salaries, Snyder 
was unapologetic. 
"I don't think I've done any- 
thing out of character with what 
we're trying to build with the 
Redskins," Snyder said. "You're 
talking about one of the finest 
coaches in the game. We're all 
after one thing that's victories." 
Spurrier, who last month 
signed a five-year, $25 million 
contract, played the rationaliza- 
tion game a bit better. 
"Do you know what the salary 
cap is this next year?" Spurrier 
said. "Seventy-one million. Now 
don't you think the best defen- 
sive coordinator in the country is 
worth one-70th of what you're 
paying the team? The defensive 
coordinator is one of the most 
valuable players on your team." 
Lewis' arrival ended a confus- 
ing week about the future of the 
man who made the Baltimore 
Ravens defense one of the best 
in the league, if not ever. Lewis 
seemed on the verge of becom- 
ing Tampa Bay's head coach 
until a Thursday night meeting 
with the sons of Bucs owner 
Malcolm Glazer left Lewis with 
the distinct impression that he 
the Associated Press 
STILL RICH: Marvin Lewis didn't get a head coaching offer, but will get paid $850,000 by Washington. 
wasn't wanted. 
"It was a meeting that was 
already set one way," said Lewis, 
adding that he felt the Gazers 
interviewed him as nothing 
much more than a courtesy to 
their general manager, Rich 
McKay. 
Lewis had been so confident 
that he would get the 
Buccaneers job that he had 
already contacted an offensive 
coordinator and other possible 
assistants. He said one of disap- 
pointing side effects of the whole 
scenario is that "a couple of guys 
passed up opportunities around 
the NFL" because they thought 
they'd be with him in Tampa. 
When it became public that 
Lewis wouldn't get the Tampa 
Bay job, the Redskins pursued 
him immediately. A Saturday 
morning interview was 
arranged, but Lewis canceled it 
and decided — for the moment, 
at least — to re-sign with the 
Ravens 
"I probably acted in haste 
Saturday morning," Lewis said, 
"after going through a very tough 
Friday." 
The Ravens then thought they 
had a deal to keep Lewis, but 
Lewis reconsidered and met 
Sunday with Snyder and 
Spurrier. The Redskins increased 
their offer, the Ravens didn't. The 
deal was done, and Baltimore 
owner Art Modell issued as state- 
ment saying he was "disappoint- 
ed" about being "misled." 
Lewis said he hopes to speak 
with Modell later this week in a 
gesture of reconciliation. 
"Mr. Modell wouldn't have 
understood if I had left last year 
to coach the Cleveland Browns," 
Lewis said. "That's the way he is 
You're part of his family. He 
wants you to stay there forever." 
Alyssa Lee's "COCOA BEAN" 
COCOA 
BEAN 
fine Cnocolalcs 
— b Gifts -r- 
good 'Home Company 
•Products for tnc buffi 
llllil ll.'INi- 
llmi\ HI'I SUM rliMll 
■ Tine Chocolates 
i gift 'Baskets 
i ^reat Valentine's 'An/ 
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY 
129 S Main St. 353.9999 
CAtASoJlfe Women's Fitness Center 
Chrysalis offers a fut service women's fitness center with: _ 
•Aerobics -Cardiovascular machines /    dOl' 
•Massage 'Weight machines r 
•Personal Training .2 Yoga classes per week ' fFFi 
Sign- Up j 
Fee (w/ coupon) 
Club hours: 
Monday-Thursday 
5:30am-9pm |   x» . . .   | 
Friday 5:30am-7pm  I  t.AtASBwC/S j 
Saturday 8am-4pm   s^ „01„, 3,3,, 02 ^/ 
Sunday 10am-3pm 
Gift Certificates Available 
1039 Haskins Road (near the Fairgrounds) 419.352 9883 -% 
EARN EXPERIENCE & 
A PAYCHECK! 
Student Publications is now accepting 
applications for a sales account executive. 
• Great earning potential       ^*^ 
• Flexible hours /T-KJ 
• Valuable sales experience   L.U-P-J 
Students must have excellent communication 
skills, be highly motivated and have own trans- 
portation. The position runs March-May. 
Stop by 204 West Hall for an application, 
or call Tonya at 372-0430 for more information. 
2002 "Wedding Show 
SMKftqitfjiAundaii, February 16-17 
Sponsored by the 
nifn&t-3ri6isne 
(Brufam t Show 
Saturdafl £2:00 PM 
Presented 
Sunday's Comma* 
'Exhibitors 
From' obde24 
ndmotl 
■ Exhibitors include: Christina's Comcr-In*ii:itnitt, 
"    Day's Inn. Findlay Limousine. X-Cell Sounds. 
Andras Photography. I il Bit Country Carriages. M 
Request Line. Elder-Beerman. Reese Photo. 
Jennifer Charter's Bndal Consulting, Elk's Lodge,    j 
Ron Fouinicr Photography. Russell Tuxedo, 
Joyce Aumillcr-Scrapbooking. Curves For Women. 
Jim Williamson-D J.. Tupperwarc. Buck-O-Fivc-D.J.. 
All Your Wedding Photography. Mary Kay Cosmetics. 
Laura Miller-Rental Items & Dove Release. Na/arelh Hall. 
Carol Grcegct Photography. Angic Foos-Vidcographcr. 
Douglas Kaufman-Financial Planning. Buggy Whip Bakery 
'Door (Prizes 
Brides and Grooms that have set their wedding 
date may register for Door Pri/cs including 
A Grand Pn/e Wedding Gown from 
Aunt Pat's Bridal (up to $600 value) 
1234 N. Mate (RL 25) Bowltag Greea 419-354-4447       www.bcwoodta aallriM ■ 
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Second half gets exciting 
By Chris Sheridan 
IMC ASSOCIMED  PRESS 
PHILADELPHIA — Now thai 
he has left town, Kobe Bryant 
won't be booed again for at least 
six weeks. 
No, he's not returning to 
Philly. But he does have an 
upcoming trip to Sacramento. 
The NBA's best players 
departed the City of Brotherly 
Love (or No Love, in Kobe's case) 
on Monday to get ready for the 
unofficial second half of the 
season. 
For Bryant, that meant a 
cross-country flight with the All- 
Star MVP trophy in his luggage 
as he returned to Los Angeles 
for the Lakers' game against 
Michael Jordan and the 
Washington Wizards. 
The two-time defending 
champions are 2 1/2 games 
behind the Sacramento Kings in 
the Pacific Division, and their 
remaining schedule includes a 
five-game Eastern road trip 
later this month and a four- 
game swing to the East in early 
April. 
"Every game is a home game 
for us," Shaquille O'Neal said. 
"Except Sacramento." 
The Lakers don't have to trav- 
el to the frenzied bandbox 
known as Arco Arena until 
March 24. The teams will meet 
one more time after that — on 
the final night of the season, 
April 17. 
Those dates loom large 
because the Kings, who have 
owned the league's best record 
for the better part of a month, 
are widely considered the team 
with the best chance to knock 
off the Lakers in a seven-game 
series — but only if they finish 
the season with a better record 
than Los Angeles and gain the 
homecourt advantage. 
The next big date on the NBA 
calendar is Feb. 21, the trading 
deadline. 
A total of four deals involving 
22 players went down on dead- 
line day last year, including the 
blockbuster that sent Dikembe 
Mutombo from Atlanta to 
Philadelphia and helped propel 
the 76ers to the NBA Finals. 
There aren't a lot of 7-foot-2 
centers to be had this time 
around, although there is one 
center — Denver's Raef 
LaFrentz — who is atop the 
Most Likely To Be Dealt list. 
The Nuggets have been shop- 
ping LaFrentz and point guard 
Nick Van Exel around the 
league, and the Portland Trail 
Blazers have emerged as the 
leading contender to acquire 
the two of them, according to a 
Western Conference executive 
who spoke to The Associated 
Press on condition of anonymi- 
ty- 
Portland is willing to send 
Damon Stoudamire and Bonzi 
Wells to the Nuggets for 
LaFrentz and Van Exel, but the 
Nuggets want a big man back in 
return and will likely press for 
Dale Davis to be included in the 
swap. Denver would toss Tariq 
Abdul-Wahad into the deal to 
make it work under salary cap 
rules. 
The Indiana Pacers, along 
with at least three other teams, 
are also chasing LaFrentz. 
In the Eastern Conference, 
the New York Knicks have been 
trying the hardest to pull off a 
deal, but team president Scott 
Layden has been learning that 
there is very little interest in 
anyone on his roster other than 
Latrell Sprewell and Othella 
Harrington. 
NBC set equipped with 
fake fire for Olympics 
By Howard Fendrich 
IHE ASSOCIATED   PRESS 
This Olympic flame is a fake. 
Peer past daytime host 
Hannah Storm or prime-time 
host Bob Costas during NBC's 
coverage of the Salt Lake City 
Games, and there's no way to 
miss the fireplace on the well- 
manicured set 
Turns out, though, that the fire 
lending the network's studio seg- 
ments such a warm and cozy feel 
as it flickers so perfectly is not 
really there. 
It's a video of a fire (replete 
with warring smoke) that NBC 
tried its best to make look real. 
In its quest to package the per- 
fect viewing experience for the 
millions of Americans watching 
the Olympics each day over 
these 2 1/2 weeks, the network 
spruced things up a bit. 
The Associated Press asked 
how the contraption works. 
"Our fireplace is truly one of 
the great mysteries of television," 
NBC Sports VP Kevin Sullivan 
said with a laugh Monday, but he 
wouldni comment further. 
Perhaps someone just figured 
it would be good if Costas could 
say, as he did Saturday night, 
"Here's our special correspon- 
dent, lim McKay, for the first of 
several fireside chats," without 
anyone having to go through the 
trouble of collecting kindling 
If nothing else, the use of video 
means Costas and Storm don't 
need to worry about closing the 
flue at the end of their shifts. And 
there's no danger of a script 
being burned. 
(Actually, the luxuriousness of 
NBC's main set sparks sympathy 
for Jim Lampley, whose CNBC 
Olympic studio doesn't appear to 
have enough leg room, much 
less fancy fixtures, faux or other- 
wise.) 
It's not, of course, the first time 
the wonders of TV have been 
used to trick viewers. 
During its coverage of the 
Sydney Olympics two years ago, 
NBC wanted to minimize confu- 
sion that might have been gener- 
ated by the 15-hour time differ- 
ence between Australia and the 
U.S. East Coast. 
The potential for confusion 
was increased by the nature of 
the telecasts: Clips of taped com- 
petition were interspersed with 
live studio segments from 7 p.m. 
to midnight Eastern time (which 
was 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Sydney). 
So each night, the studio back- 
drop designed to look Mice 
Sydney harbor changed — 
through the course of the show, 
the sky went from early evening 
clarity to late-night darkness. In 
other words, lighting tricks were 
used to make what already was a 
fake backdrop even faker, giving 
viewers the impression the time 
of day in Australia was about the 
same as in the United States. 
And just so no one thinks NBC 
is alone when it comes to virtual 
enhancement in the name of 
aesthetics, here's one other 
example from the world of TV 
sports: 
In August 2000, a handful of 
bird enthusiasts watching the 
PGA Championship on CBS 
noticed some of the chirps they 
were hearing belonged to birds 
normally not found in Louisville, 
Ky., at that time of year. The 
answer CBS was using recorded 
bird sounds for ambiance. 
HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
701 FIFTH • 4BR. Limil 4 people. $810.00 per month paid in 11 monthly 
payments ol $870.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18,2002 
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-lrame. Limit 3 people. $550.00 per month paid in 11 
payments ol $590.00. Deposit $590.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Available 
May 18, 2002. 
5 SECOND IA - 4BR. Limit 4 people. $760.00 per month paid in 11 
monthly payments ol $812 00. Deposit $760.00. Tenants pay utilities. 
Available August 22,2002. 
140 1/2 MANVILLE - 2 BR Above garage behind 140 Manville. Limil 2 
people $56000 per month paid in 11 payments ol $601.00 Deposit 
$560 00 Tenanls pay utilities. Available August 22,2002. 
D 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR Limit 2 people. $440.00 per month paid in 11 
payments of $473 00 Deposil $44000. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 
18,2002. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319E.WOOSTERST. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
Monday February 11 ^Monday February 18 
Two exciting parts of this hearty week! 
1. VOU can participate: 
Pn. A- Heart' 
•Talk lo someone new In classes or on the slreel while passing your heart" 
•Pass your heart* to someone different from you in culture, mobility, 
age. or stage 
•Smile and say HII TO EVERYBODY 
2. Your ORGANIZATION can participate 
•Be creative-invent your own Open Your Mean Acts of 
Kindness event 
(lex, Do a Campus Community Project Pass a heart- 
and meet lots ol individuals) 
♦YeafiWkarts will be auallablMflr ooer 
campusm^pringboajitpflnice (219 
UnTOlMllL 
If you haue queslMs, please contact 
Springboard at 372-9815. or 
372-9504. or 372-1804 
>.*l :'.&*' 
Brand New 
Apartments and Houses 
524 N. Enterprise St. 
Close to campus! 
1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C 
Starting at $450/mo. 
Bentwood Subdivision 
1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookwood Dr. 
4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage 
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03 
Starting at $1400/mo. 
GREENRRIAR, INC. 
44S EAST WOOSTEII ST. • 3S2-0717 
K>CK><X>OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOW 
tomorrow's traditions start with 
SIGMA    NU    FRAT 
We 're creating a new fraternity at Bowling Green State University and our legacy of honor 
will be crafted by leaders like you. 
As Sigma Nu colonizes on campus, we're looking for a select group of individuals to help us 
dream what others may claim to be impossible: 
A fraternity whose members live their lives with higher standards 
and do not perpetuate notions of being exclusive, a hypocrite, or only socially focused. 
If you believe in honor and have the desire to become 
a Founding Father for Sigma Nu Fraternity, 
choose to dream... 
Choose Sigma Nu. 
ere a    t    i    n    g a legacy        of        honor 
YOU 
E R N I T Y 
the sigma nu EXPERIENCE 
show iim at 
11:00am 
2:00pm 
5:00pm 
7:00pm 
February 14th 
New Student Union 
1     ' L I ' ~l Room 206 
!_•■■•'"   I 
t a»pP£| 
JB 
B   -   ■■ ■ 
H I     l ReT 
ReH 
www.sigmanu.org 
i. 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Tuesday. February 12. .208? 13 
Are you a Night Owl? 
You're in luck! The BG News is currently looking for a Graphic Design/VCT major 
interested in filling a night shift production worker position. The hours are from 
8:30 pm to 12:30 am on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays. Applicants must be 
experienced in QuarkXPress, have basic Photoshop skills and be familiar with 
working in a server based computer environment. Duties include Ad 
Creation/Alteration, Manual Paste-Up and Proofing. 
If interested. Call 372-2494 between the hours 
of 3 pm & 12 Midnight. 
If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP. 
I THE CAMPUS BUZZZZZZ l 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
l 
L 
I Bee a part of The Campus Buzz! j 
We are looking for: 
Writers 
• Photographers 
Contact: Chasity Lester, Editor @ 372-6968 
Sereses721 @yahoo.com 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Ads •372-6977 
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Travel Travel 
Campus Events 
SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancun.Ja- 
maica, Barbados, Bahamas, Aca- 
pulco,Padre and Florida. FREE 
MEALS for limited lime!! FREE par- 
ties,drinks and exclusive events! 
Organize group Travel FREEMVisit 
wwwSUNSPLASHTOURS.com 
Call 1-800-426-7710 
NIKE DAVIES OKUNDAYE 
VORUBA TEXTILE ARTIST 
From Nigeria, West Africa 
Will give a lecture presentation 
Wed. Feb 13 © 6pm Fine Arts 204 
Travel 
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica, 
S. Padre S Florida. BEST Hotels, 
FREE parties, LOWEST prices! 
www.breakerstravei.com 
(800) 985-6789 
f THE TANNING CENTER 3 LOCATIONS Monthly Bed Package $30 
Win $100 for Spring Break! 
Enter with a package purchase 
TllKW.VSllllcxSK            SoiTllSim- I.VfMlROMAT THE HEAT 
248 N. MAIN ST.                     99,1 S. MAIN 904 E. Woosicr 
354-1559                            353-8826 352-3588 
10 BIDS/2 Booms                5 Buis/1 Boom 5 BIDS 
Serving BG since 1980 
Remember that you are dust.- 
Ash Wednesday Services 
At St Thomas More 
8:00 AM Mass Jft 
12:15 PM Prayer Service 
■ 
In the Community Room of 
Chapman Residence Hall 
7:00 PM Mass 
9:15 PM Prayer Service 
Sponsored by St. Thomas More UtiK«slty Parish and (hr Catholic rVwman Out) 
Personals 
Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Can- 
cun, Bahamas. Acapulco and Flori- 
da. Join Student Travel Services, 
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator. 
Up to $100 off certain hotels. Group 
organizers can travel free. Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849 
orwww.ststravel.com 
Spring Break Super Sale! Book 
your trip with StudentClty.com and 
save up to $100 per person to Can- 
cun. Mazatlan Bahamas. Jamaica, 
Padre and Florida Most popular stu- 
dent hotels including the Oasis and 
the Nassau Marriott Crystal Pal- 
ace! Prices start at $399! Sales 
ends scon! CALL NOW! 1-800-293- 
1443 or go to StudentCity.com! 
•1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. 
Best Prices! Space is limited!!! 
1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break Tickets! 
Get a FREE MTV audience ticket 
to select shows when you book 
your Spring Break through 
StudentClty.com! go to MTV.com 
or  call  StudentCity.com  at   1-800- 
293-1443 for details! Tours and tick- 
ets are limited. 
Services Offered 
Get 20% off all haircuts, perms, 
color, highlights and acrylic nails, 
with Ann only. Mane Style Salon 
419-353-6263. 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
Management Inc. 
2002/2003 LISTING 
Signing Leases NOW 
Management Inc. 
Now Open 
MuciaRcmcnl Inc. 
Hclnzslte Apt   413 E. Merry 
1  BdrnVAir Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts al $410* Utilities 
BRAND NEW 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
(or complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wcnet.0rg/2meccay 
Personals Personals 
1 month unlimited tanning $30. 
Booths & beds. All new bulbs. 
Campus Tanning 352-7889. 
Graphic Designer wanted-Apply 
Now! Here is your chance to add re- 
al print pieces to your portfolio and 
great job experience to your re- 
sume. Continuing Education has a 
graphic designer student position 
available beginning Summer. Work 
in a team environment while you get 
experience in designing brochures, 
catalogs, flyers, ads. etc You must 
have advanced skills in PageMaker 
and Photoshop and knowledge of 
Freehand. Prior work experience 
preferred. Portfolio required. 15 
hrs/week, $7.007hr. To appfy send 
resume and references to: Anita 
Knauss, Continuing Education, 40 
College Park or 
aknauasObgnet.bgsu.edu no later 
than February 13. 
Interested in learning to FENCE? 
The BGFC meets every Mon., 
6:30pm and Wed., 7pm for 
instruction, recreation, or competi- 
tive fencing in 221 Eppler North. 
Equipment provided! 
World Nail 
Get your nails done! Full set $28 
Fill $18 w/student ID 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
Famous Footwear 
Shoes, Shoes, Shoes! 
Clearance section, great sales! 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
Dollar Tree 
The only real dollar store where 
EVERYTHING is only St! 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
KZKZKZtaKXKZKXKZ 
Kappa Sigma would like to congrat- 
ulate Tim Weintraub and Jake 
Cartwright on their selection as 
Brother of the Week and Junior 
Officer of the Week 
KZKZKZKZKIKEKXKI 
LOVE YOUR GENES. . 
NOT YOUR JEANS! 
The Great Jeans Giveaway is here! 
From February 2-28. 2002, you can 
help out local charities by cleaning 
out your closet! Bring us your old 
jeans or other clothes that don't fit to 
the following collection spots: resi- 
dence halls, the Union lobby on Feb. 
14 and 21 from 11am-2pm, or to the 
Health Center in room 170. 
Wanted 
LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS 
Paid Summer Internships 
Jr or Sr Educ.Soc.Wk.Rec.Mktg, 
HR.PR,CS,MIS.IPC,Writing.F«i,His 
tory or others to work at Nonprofit 
Orgs. Apply ©Co-op. 
310 Saddlemire Student Services 
372-2451 QeadliQfl Febuary 13th!! 
Radio Shack 
Always keep in touch. 
Get your cell phone today! 
B.G. WOODLAND MALL 
If you are looking for 2 subleasers 
Fall semester 02, call 373-1877. 
Subleaser needed ASAP! Classic 
downtown 1 -bedroom apt. w/high 
ceilings and great space. 352-5792 
Subleaser needed Nice, furnished 1 
bedroom. 815 4th St. #3. Call Eric 
353-1641. 
Wanted: Roommate ASAP. Own 
bed/bathroom. $250tutilities+ 
deposit. Call Sarah at 353-0620 
SPRING BREAK 
Best Airlines 
flMllDtaUMS ColKu\L 
Best Prices & Best Parties 
Cancun, Acapulco. Mazatlan - 
)   Jamaica Bahamas  • 
' Florida South Padre Island ' 
GOFflEELCMM! 
1800SURFSUP 
wmstudentexpresscOT 
Sun Splash Tours 
1.800.426.7710 
www.sunsplash tours.com 
IINIjI'.'.tl.'.Hil 
Are you a .Might Owl? 
You're in luck! The BG News is currently looking for a 
Graphic Design/VCT major interested in filling a night 
shift production worker position. The hours are from 
8:30 pm to 12:30 am on Sundays, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Applicants must be experienced in 
QuarkXPress, have basic Photoshop skills and be familiar 
with working in a server based computer environment. 
Duties include Ad Creation/Alteration, 
Manual Paste-Up and Proofing. 
If interested. Call 372-2494 between 
the hours of 3 pm & 12 Midnight. 
The Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
LOVES *&QS0  SfODEcJVfS 
1
    Get a KISS 
L       at the        J 
Information Center 
7am-midmght   Monday-Friday 
9am-midnight Saturday & Sunday 
Towers 
^tfE^X     2002/2003 LISTING 
BLQSBS .no.   signing Leases NOW 
Coming For 
August 16th MOVE IN 
Brand New Hillsdale 
1082 Fairview Ave. 
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses 
Air Condition/Washer/ 
Dryer Hook ups 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starling at $680/Mo + Utilities 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wcnet.0r3/-mecca/ 
Management Inc. 
* Arm*tir»r Ritffot   r ppetizer 
February 14,2002 
5-7pm 
$11.95 
•Regular Menu items still Available 
Call Dining Services Event line for more info. 
378-6996 
GREENBRIAR 
APARTMENTS 
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished 
•Units have dishwashers & 
garbage disposals 
516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue 
$625 - $725 mo. + electric 
Field Manor Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
$625 - $675 mo. + electric 
d.2* East Court Street 
$700/mo + gas & electric 
$150.00 OFF 
Discount taken per unit 
expires on 3/1/02 
DEPOSIT 
352-0717    •     445E. WOOSTER 
14 Tuesday, February 12 2002 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Help Wanted Help Wanted For Sale 
$250 a day potential 
Bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 541. 
500   Summer   Camp   Positions    • 
Northeast www summercampem- 
ptoyment.com; 1-800-443-6428. 
Bartenders needed Earn up to $250 
per day No exp. necessary. Call 
(866)291-1884 ext. 423. 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-North 
east Pennsylvania (6/19-8/17/02) 
Children's sleep-away camp It you 
love children and want a caring, tun 
environment we need female staff 
tor: Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics, Swim- 
ming, Team Sports. Cheerleading. 
Ropes. Drama. Waterskiing. Sailing, 
Ceramics.   Photography.   Videogra- 
Sf, Silkscreen. Orawing & Painting, 
tik, Printmakmg, Sculpture, Callig- 
raphy. Guitar, Piano. Aerobics. Mar- 
tial Arts. Other positions: Group 
Leaders. Administrative, Nurses 
(RN's). On Campus Interviews April 
2nd Apply on-line at 
www.camcwayn9girl5.com 
or call 1-800-279-3019 
Computer clerk 
. Must know Windows. Will train. 
888-883-3030. 
Consolidated Financial, a local busi- 
ness in Maumee, needs two profes- 
sional individuals to do cold calling 
two nights a week Irom 7-9PM This 
is a great opportunity to get some 
experience in the financial services 
industry. The pay will be $10/hr. For 
an interview please contact Mike 
Cavallaro @ (419) 891-3100. 
COUNSELORS 
Great Stall - Great Facilities 
Great Experience 
Children's N.Y.S. Co-Ed Resident 
Outdoor Summer Camp 
Catskill Mountains - 2 hours to NYC 
and Albany Waterfront - Climbing 
Wall/Ropes - Creative Arts 
Fitness Instructor - Athletics - 
Mountain Biking 
June 21 st thru August 18th 
Min. 18 years old 
FAX: (914) 693-7678 
1-800-58-CAMP2 
E-mail: kennybrookOaol.com 
Website: www.kennybrook.com 
Earn money for spring break nowl 
$14.15 base/appt. Guaranteed pay. 
Great tor resume. Work with other 
students Scholarships/internships 
available. Conditions exist. Call now. 
419-874-1327. www.jl9.com 
Kennel help Part-time, evenings 
and weekends. Fun job working with 
dogs. cats, and people. Maumee. 
Call Rick at 419-893-7218. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in 
Maine, counselors lo coach all 
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball, 
roller hockey, water-sports, rock- 
climbing, biking, golf Have a great 
Summer. (888)-844-8080 apply at 
www campcedar com 
Attention all students! Local office ol 
international firm is hiring immedi- 
ately lullipart-time in customer 
sales/service $14.15 base/appt. 
Guaranteed pay. Flexible around 
classes Call immediately 419-874- 
1327. www workforstudents.com 
SUMMERJOBS 
Female and male counselors need- 
ed for top summer camp in Maine 
Top Salary, room, board, laundry, 
clothing and travel provided. Must 
love children and have skill in one of 
more ol the following activities: arch- 
ery, arts (ceramics, stained glass, 
jewelry), basketball, canoeing, 
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap, 
pointe, jaz2). field hockey, golf, gym- 
nastics (instructors), figure skating, 
ice hockey, horseback riding/English 
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photogra- 
phy, videographer. piano accompan- 
ist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes 
(challenge course) 25 stations, sail- 
ing, soccer, Softball, tennis, theatre 
(technicians, set design, costumer). 
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick. 
barefoot, jumping) W.S.Uswim in- 
structors, windsurfing, also opportu- 
nities lor nurses, HTML/web design 
and secretaries. 
Camp Vega For Girts! Come see us 
at www camnveaa.com or E-mail us 
at camp vegaOyahoo.com or call 
us for more information at 1 -800- 
993-VEGA We will be on your cam- 
pus lor information and to accept 
applications Irom 10am-3pm, on 
Wednesday, March 6th and Thurs- 
day, March 7th in Student Union 
room 318. No appointment necessa- 
ry 
Want men willing to learn & work on 
wood lloors including gym floors 
Starting when school is out lor the 
summer until the middle ol August. 
Work consists ol operating equip- 
ment, including floor butlers & floor 
sanding machines Also, measuring, 
laying out and painting game lines & 
art work and applying gym floor fin- 
ish. We will thoroughly train you in 
all phases of the work. 
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can 
expect between 40-50 hours per 
week. Hours can be flexible. 
Must be punctual and reliable Swill- 
ing to accept responsibility. Please 
contact Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or 
lax resume to 419-385-6483.. 
'94 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible. 
Good condition. $4500 OBO. 
Call 874-0457. 
For Rent 
For Sale 
89 Acura Integra LS 5dr. Power win- 
dows/locks. AM/FM Cassette. Gray 
well-maintained. $2200 OBO 
419-352-9925 
'91 Jeep Cherokee. Good condition 
160K. $2500 OBO. 
353-5455. 
Wedding gown size 6, unaltered. A- 
line, spaghetti straps, beautiful train. 
We eloped, never worn. $350 OBO. 
contact Julie 419-352-1232. 
"2 bdrm. furnished apts. available 
for rent starting May or August. 704 
Fifth St. "2 bdrm, unfurnished apts. 
available August 710 Seventh St. 
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm, fur- 
nished, grad students. 601 Third. St. 
352-3445 
"Apts & rms. avail.. 1, 2. & 3 bdrm. 
Quiet area for collegiate study, new 
carpet, Indiv. lease oflered. Located 
300 block E. Merry. Rm avail, now. 
listing toe. 24-7 9 316 E Merry #3. 
419-353-0325,9-7. 
"Last large house available. Close 
to campus, very quiet area. 2 kit., 
450 s.l. liv area, laundry rm., plenty 
ol parking, & more. Loc. 211 E. 
Reed. Normally 5-6 studts 
Call 419-353-0325. 
1 lower duplex. 
Vacant now. 
352-5822 
1,243 Bedroom Apartments 
9& 12 month leases 
352-7454  
2 bedroom lurnished apt 
Includes utilities. Close to campus 
353-5074 
2 efficiencies 
Vacant now. 
352-5822 
2 Subleasers needed. 
Furnished, 2 bed, 1 bath. 
Anne 352-6322. 
2002-03. 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown 
Manor. Free heat, water, + sewer. 
1 & 3 bdrm at 616 2nd St. 
Call 419-354-9740 lor more inlo. 
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2 
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo. 
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2, 
Baths.AC. Avail. May 25. $825/mo. 
201   Georgia-2  BR   House,   base- 
ment,  washer/dryer.   Avail.   August 
21   $625/mo 
128 Manville-4 BR House, 2 Baths. 
Avail. August 21. $1,100/mo. 
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex. 
Avail. May 30. $700/mo. 
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail. 
May 17. $375/mo. 
217 S. College-3 BR House. Avail. 
May21.$675/mo. 
233 W.  Merry-Urge 4  BR  House 
Avail. Now! $825/mo 
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail. Aug. 1 
$550/mo. 
734 Elm-Large 2 BR, 2 Bath House 
Avail. August 21. $750/mo. 
At all properties, tenants pay utilit- 
ies, parental guarantees, security 
deposit equal to one month's rent. 
Rent collected quarterly. Locally 
owned and managed. Please call 
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419) 
354-4426. 
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ACROSS 
1 Seed casing 
4 Contains maps 
9 Network (abbr.) 
12Beer 
13 Silent 
14 Angeles 
15 Speaker 
17 Care lor 
19 Shield 
21 Opal 
22 Formal close to music 
24 The very end 
26 Bullets (slang) 
29 Put into office 
31 It is (poetic) 
33 Over there 
34 Gods (Latin) 
35 Consume 
37 Brewed drink 
39 Present tense verb 
40 Avenue(abbr) 
42 Old cloth 
44 Alert 
46 Relice 
Upstairs at: 
ve\FE 
48 Humbug 
50 Fisherman's necessity 
51 Blackbird's cry 
53 Word 
55 Satellite's most distant point 
58_/or 
61 NeHher/_ 
62 Game area 
64 Eggs 
65 Be ready 
66 Royal 
67 Soak flax 
1 Friend 
2 Aged (archaic) 
3 Ten years 
4 Unit of matter 
5 ForruneteWng card 
6 Nation's library (abbr.) 
7 Direct a weapon 
8 Male deer 
9 Sticky 
10 Swamp 
11 Direction (abbr) 
16 Hunt down 
18 Teacher's group (abbr) 
20 Slow In tempo (music) 
22 Tree 
23 Edible fruit 
25 Deep hole 
27 Wavy-patterned cloth 
28 Beginning 
30 Black road substance 
32 Ocean 
36 Top ol pop can 
38 Be ready lor 
41 Accompany 
43 Gill (slang) 
45 Holds ship in place 
47 Children's game 
49 Laughing animal 
52 Erode 
54 Iranian money 
55 Answer (abbr.) 
56 Amer. mystery writer 
57 Before (poetic) 
59 Night before 
60 Rodent 
63 For example (Latin, abbr.) 
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9:00- 10:30 
5$ Cover 
Open Mic Night 
18 & Over - 
No Cover Charge 
104 S. Main   ■  353-0988 
For Rent For Rent Valentines 
4 bdrm. 1 bath house at 516 E 
Reed. Avail Aug. 16 lor a 12 month 
lease. $1000/mo, good shape 
w/nice back yard. Hall block Irom 
campus. Carpeted w/ofl street park- 
ing. Unfurnished except dishwasher, 
relrig.. and stove. NO dog. Security 
dep. required. Call 419-885-8307 
leave message for Steve. 
Room available in historic house. 
Private entrance. No pets. $235 mo. 
352-9925 
Apt 3 bdrms. 
Available now through May 15. 
352-5822. 
Avail lor Fall Duplex: 1bdrm 
$350/mo +Util & 3bdrm $650* Utils 
or both lor $1000/mo.+Utils. Near 
campus oil-street parking. 
419-352-9925 
Houses 4 Apts. lor 2002-03 school 
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting 
May 18, 2002. 
322 E Court-1bdrm-$395 Includ. utll 
415 E. Court »C-2 Br.-$520+util 
605 Fiflh #C-2 Br.-$400+util 
230 N. Enterprtse-1 Br.-$365*utll 
424 1/2 S. Summit-Efllc.-$265+util 
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or 
419-308-2710. 
NEW REMODEL. 2 BR, 2 sm rooms 
near Wal-Mart. 10 mins. to campus 
$450/mo. INCLUDES ALL. 
Call 419-353-2301. 
Sublessor needed ASAP for 1 bed- 
room apartment. $475/mo. Contact 
Kim 419-354-8130. 
Place a Valentine's Personal 
In this space! 
For only $1.05 per line you 
too can wax poetic for all 
the BGSU world to see. 
Proclaim your love In 
public - It's easyl 
Just stop by 204 west Hall. 
(Do It before 2pm, February 
13th or you'll be In 
the dog house!) 
Serious: 
Bee-Bee- 
Do you know how much I love 
you? Let me show you - lei's take 
our love to the next level. 
G-Man 
* SAVE $100 for your Sweetie! Offer expires 2-14-02.* 
♦ Apartment Features ♦ 
♦ Individual lease by the bedroom 
♦ Patios or balconies w/ trench doors 
♦ Free W/D in every apartment 
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom 
♦  Furnished units available 
♦   Microwaves included 
_frjk 
ACT 
NOW! 
80% 
FULL! 
^ 
♦ Community Features ♦ 
Sand volleyball & basketball court 
♦  State-of -the-art 24 hour 
computer center 
« Game room with pool table 
24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center 
+   Resort style pool with hot tub 
706 Napoleon 
Bowling Green, OH 
353-5100 
www.suhenclave.com 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Hmam S' BGSU 
■ 
5 1 
1/ 
Sterling 
•University 
'Enclave 
706 NapoHon Hojd 
Nipote^y 
^ 1& 
An SUH   Community SUH* is a trademark of SUH, Inc. 
2002/2003 LISTINGS 
Signing Leases 
NOW 
AfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms. 
Laundry on site 
Starts at S 250/mo - 
Call 353-5BOO 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview 
1 & 2 Bdrms./ 3Bdrm Twnh 
Dishwasher/A/C/Garbage Disp 
Starts at $390 + Utilities - 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Helnzslte Apt. 
710 N. Enterprise SL 
1 Bdrms/A/C 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at $410 + Utilities 
AIEECA 
Management Inc. 
Blue House (The Jungle) 
120 MN. Prospect 
2 Bdrms 
Close to Downtown and College 
Starts at $875/Mo+ Utilities 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts. 
830 Fourth St 
1 Bdrms./Air Condition 
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher 
Starts at $400 + Elec & Gas 
Stop by the office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800 
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/ 
v Did you know... % 
^Apples, not caffeine. 
x are more efficient 
\ at waking you up in 
\     the morning... 
_ m-m-m-m appleslll,. 
»\\\\\v   » 
•UW-IOMIK »"" 
